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Bishop Edgar H. Blake, a native of
Gorham, will return to the State
where he was born for the Methodist
Episcopal Conference at Waterville,
April 13, 1932, according to the As
sociated Press. Bishop Blake was as
signed to the Maine Conference by
the Board of Bishops now in session
in Harrisburg, Penn. The prominent
clergyman has lived in many cities
and travelled across many seas since
his boyhood days a t Gorham. West
brook and Portland. While the family
lived in Portland, Bishop Blake a t
tended Portland High School two
years. He spent a number of years at
the Methodist headquarters in Paris
and is at present stationed in the In 
dianapolis area of the Methodist
Episcopal Church.
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THE W A R D TW O EPISODE

Mrs. E. S tew art O rbeton
o f W est R ockport Has ‘‘Uncalled For, Unwarranted and Unnecessary Interfer
Broken R ibs an d Cuts
ence By Mayor,” Says Alderman Benner
Much concern was felt by Knox
County friends Tuesday afternoon
when it was learned th a t Mr. and
Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton of West
Rockport had been injured in an au
tomobile accident near Portland.
The seriousness of the affair was
evident to those who saw the picture
of the ill fated car in Wednesday
morning's Portland paper.
Mr. and Mrs. Orbeton were bound
for Boston to spend Thanksgiving
with the latter's parents.
They were passing through Fal-

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
should be the Democratic candidates
* I
..r.
As the Nov. 24 issue of The Courier- of Ward 2, thus in violation of all
Gazette contained a communication accepted practice, the only course
gg
,e.
gp
referring to me personally, I request was to accept the gauge of battle.
—
...
the courtesy of publication of th's The principle at stake was th e ques- !
—
To rejoice In the prosperity of •••
reply.
tion whether outsiders or Ward 2
•* another Is to partake of it —Wll- —
I t has been customary practice in- Democrats should decide the party
•— Ham Austin.
—
j both political parties for the city
candidates to represent Ward 2
committeemen of each ward to asi:
The caucus decided the issue' most
various citizens residing in his ward emphatically. Sixty-nine voters (a
to run for political offices. The city representative number) were present. I
MISTAKES
committeeman does not by any When the votes were counted. I was
means have the final determination chosen candidate for Alderman by a
When a garage man makes a mis
as to who his party candidates will vote of 47 to 22. and Mrs. Moran was
take he adds it on your bill.
be; the ward caucus of his party has chcTn candidate for the school
When a carpenter makes a mistake
the authority. The purpose of hav board bv a vote of 51 to 18. The
It's just what he expected.
ing the city committeeman invite voters of Ward 2 thus showed their
When a preacher makes a mistake I WHAT IS STATUTORY OFFENSE?
citizens to be candidates is to be sure resentment of outside interferences.
nobody knows the difference.
th a t there will be at least one candi
Mrs. Edwards was an innocent vic
When a lawyer makes a mistake it
“Statutory offense" is a euphemism
date for each office on the ticket. tim of this conflict over a principle.
was just what he wanted, because he
Without that necessary preliminary She was the candidate of the Mayor.
has a chance to try the case all over used especially by the newspapers in
work, it is not only possible, but She apparently felt that being the
referring to violations of the statutes
again.
probable, that either no candidates Mayor’s candidate entitled her to
When a judge makes a mistake it prohibiting certain sex offenses.
would be available, or, due to neceS' seme special standing. She did nqt
becomes the law of the land.
The phrase is used when it would not
sity of hasty selection, inferior candi- realize th at the Mavor had no right
When a doctor makes a mistake he be In good taste to mention the of
dates would be the rule. All of this is to do anv selecting, and therefore
buries it.
fense specifically. “Statutory charge’”
elementary to any one who has had she had no special standing; on the
But when the editor makes a mis
the slightest political experience, but contrary, the fact that she was electThe Campground of the Fourth Maine Regiment on Middle Street Heights
take—Good night.—Prom an Ex is used in a related sense.—The P ath
is here outlined in order that the ed bv the Mayor was a liability in
finder.
In the Spring of 1861
change.
picture may be complete.
i stead of an asset, as the caucus
Two years ago I, and every other strikingly demonstrated
city committeeman of both political
Tn her letter. Mrs. Edwards states
horse. As the ranks swung down the
parties, began the customary search she was asked bv Mavor Richardson
DINE ON
street they seemed a mass of blue,
for candidates. At th at time I asked almost five weeks ago to be a candiwith the glistening of the steel bayo
several to be a candidate for the da'e Tor the school board, and in
nets swaying as they marched along.
school board, including the present i replv she pointed out the exceptional
As they neared our home, Col. Berry
incumbent,
Mrs.
Irene
Moran,
and
qualifica’ions
of
Mrs.
Moran,
and
Emma
Burpee
Wight,
At
90
Years
of
Age,
Recalls
AT
brushed his glove across his eyes,
Corinne Edwards. I considered that j suggested th at Mrs. Moran be the
then gave the order to "Fall in!”
the Beginnings of 1861-’64 Civil War
any one of those three would be ex- ! candidate. I t is interesting to note
M R S . T H U R L O W ’S , O A K S T .
The band moved out of the yard and
cellent candidates for the school that the Mayor did not take that '
joined the procession. As the head
board in the 1928 election.
excellent suggestion: and also It is
of the procession turned the Main
mouth at 11.30 a. m., and Mr. OrbeThis year again, in my capacity as surprising that Mrs. Edwards opposed
For
these
serenade
occasions
the
[The recent installation of a
street comer the last ranks were
I
tor.
had
just
passed
a
truck
when
he
so
good
a
candidate.
If
the
Mayor
!
city
committeeman,
I
invited
candi
band did not play the stirring
Served from 12.30 on
i saw a New York car approaching. dates to run for office on the Demo had accepted that suggestion, and if granite and bronze marker upon the marches or the more classical num turning into Middle street at the top
MRS. THURLOW’S ICES
The New York driver appears to cratic ticket. The only one I asked to Mrs. Edwards had declined to oppose heights of Middle street, memorializ-' bers which appeared on their con of the hill,. I t was a strange sight
Special Delivery at Noon—These Flavors—
have lost his head, according to Mr. run for the school board was Mrs. a candidate whom she claims to have : ing the camping ground of the cert programs, but chose rather the to see th a t long street entirely filled
Vanilla, Strawberry, Chocolate, Walnut, Peanut Caramel, Pistachio,
Orbeton and other witnesses and Irene S. Moran. I asked her two been the first to recommend all of Fourth Maine Regiment, has aroused tender songs which were popular in with moving men. They marched di
Ginger, Banana, Orange Custard, Lemon Sherbet.
pulled to the left. The result was a years ago to run in the 1928 election the trouble over the school board many memories of those far-off days the homes of that period, and which rectly to the pier and boarded the
steamer which was waiting for them
Orange Milk Sherbet
collision of such force th a t Mr. Or- and at various times during the last would have been avoided. It might
James Wight, the leader, had ar
Complete your Thanksgiving Menu with Mrs. Thurlow’s Ices
beton’s car was thrown over onto two years I repeated the invitation almost seem to my friends th a t the of the Civil War, the ranks of whose1 ranged for the instruments There there.
It was so still throughout the
The Old Original Formula
one side and completely wrecked. for her to be a candidate in the 1930 reason why the Mayor followed the survivors are now pitifully shrunken. was "Bonnie Jean," "The Light of
The principal damage to the New election. Finally after two years of unusual course he chose was because j There comes to the newspaper desk Other Days," "How Can I Leave street^ that it seemed like Sunday.
M R S . T H U R L O W ’S
York car was to the headlights and solicitation, she consented to be a it was I, as city committeeman, who a manuscript from the pen of Emma Thee,” "Oft in the Stilly Night" and The band was playing as the steamer
moved out into the harbor; but as the
mudguard.
candidate.
MRS. LUDA MITCHELL, Prop.
asked Mrs. Moran to run.
Burpee Wight—a remarkable m anu many others which were known and people returned to their homes the
The truck, which was closely fol
25 OAK STREET
ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE 40
Some citizens, including a Demo- ,
loved
by
everybody.
For the sole purpose of asking her
city seemed desolate. The streets
lowing the Orbeton car was ditched to be a candidate for ward clerk I cratic ex-alderman of Ward 7 and script, taking into account the age
141-142
My father, two uncles and a
in order to prevent a collision with approached Mrs. Corinne H. Edwards. others to whom Ward 2 affairs of its writer (who will celebrate on brother were members of this band, where the soldiers had passed were
the others, and two telephone poles To my utter amazement she informed should be of no concern, have inter Dec. 9 her 90th birthday) and the and there were several of its mem worn smooth with the tramp of so
many feet.
were broken off in the process.
me th at she had been requested by ested themselves in this m atter and, further fact that she is seriously bers who also belonged to the regi
The first that the band members
The only person to receive injuries Mayor Richardson to run fdr the grasping for something, have ex invalided from a severe accident of ment. When It was learned that the realized
that they were not in for
of consequence was Mrs. Orbeton, school board in Ward 2. This was pressed horror because both Mrs.
Rockland Band had been chosen to boys' play was when they had to
who upon examination a t St. Bara- the first intimation I had of her Moran and I have been named on several months ago. But her memory escort the regiment to Washington, change their beautiful uniforms and
bas Hospital in Portland was found ! candidacy.
both p arty tickets. I consider it a of those days of 1861 is vivid and her we regarded it as a great honor, as put oh soldiers’ garb; their band uni
to have sustained tw»o broken ribs j It is a universally accepted theory distinct compliment to me th a t the sense of narrative keenly retained. indeed it was.
forms being packed up and sent
and a cut on one knee. She rested th at the voters of a ward, and they Republicans of Ward 2, as well as the With a lover in the zones of
In that dav there were verv few home. Then farewells were said and
comfortably last night, and it was only, should decide who their repre- Democrats, wish me to be the alder
houses
on
Middle
street
above
Union,
the remaining members of the band
said that her stay a t the hospital I sentatives shall be. In support of man of Ward 2. and I assure that danger and a brother confined in and but few trees; so we had an un were left to join the regiment.
would be brief: also th at her re j that principle. I was endeavoring to* Mrs. Moran appreciates the similar Libby Prison, the young girl at home interrupted view from Main street to
Another moment when the serious
covery will be complete. Mr. Orbe i induce candidates to run on the comDliment. It is nothing unusual: had indeed occasion for concern with the top of the hill, and on auiet days ness of the situation was brought
Cherry Stone Clam Cocktail
ton, who is at Congress Square Ho Democratic ticket, and the Republi hardly an election goes by without respect to what was going on a t the we could often hear the orders given startlingly before these untried troops
Consomme Protiterols
Puree Tomato au Croutons
tel, Portland, meantime, had no in can city committeeman of Ward 2 the Democratic ticket including some Southern front. Her photographic to the soldiers In camp. As our was when they were nearing Balti
juries “worth mentioning" as he ex was endeavoring to induce candidates Republican ward candidates, and the story -of the early days of prepara family home was then on Middle more. Col. Berry, going through the
tfl M in n n
n n , , k l l « ^ T S a m
h U n o n
in c r
cnm #»
pressed it.
Boston Table Celery
Hot House Tomatoes
ticket including
some
street, the soldiers passed our house cars, told the boys to load their guns
to run on the URepublican
ticket. For iRepubllcan
The Orbeton car was towed to a j the Mayor of Rockland, a resident of Democratic ward candidates. Some tion supply a graphic note in local every day: sometimes it was in groups and be ready to fire if any trouble
Falmouth garage and he was sup Ward 3. to come up into Ward 2 and of those who criticise me have run history and will be read with equal or companies, and often the whole seemed likely. Only a few days be
Sweet Mixed Pickles
Hearts of Lettuce, Russian Dressing
plied with another temporarily by M. attem pt to say who should represent previously for political office but interest by the young and the old. regiment when being drilled In fore. a Massachusetts regiment had
Queen Olives
P. Lovejoy and Fred E. Linekin. who it in our City Government, was not were not thus honored by both —Ed.]
marching and other military move been fired upon at Baltimore, which
****
went immediately to Portland to of only a violation of time-honored parties.
ments, went sweeping past.
Fried Scallops, Tartar Sauce, Parisian Potatoes
was the reason for this order to pre
fer their assistance.
• *• •
I am a Democrat; I try to attend Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
practice and political custom of both
pare for trouble.
Mr.
Orbeton
was
driving
about
30
to
my
own
affairs,
and
not
mix
into
political parties, but was an uncalledThe movement to erect a memorial
Apple Fritters with Claret Sauce
Our band returned home without
The last Sunday at home none of
miles an hour, according to wit for, unwarranted, and entirely un- m atters with which I have no con- tablet on the campground of our fa
the soldiers were allowed to leave a leader, as Mr. Wight had joined the
nesses.
| necessary interference. The voters i cem. If a few other Democrats had mous Fourth Maine Regiment, on the camp | except for a religious service regimental band, for which he had
Roast Vermont Turkey, Chestnut Dressing, Cranberry Sauce
of Ward 2 need no guardian thus ap- I followed the same precept there heights of Middle street, brings up held at 10.30 a. m. Just before that enlisted.
Emma Burpee Wight
Roast Spring Chicken, Oyster Dressing, Apple Jelly
pointed. They are entirely com petent[ would have been no trouble. If, 'In many memories of the days when the hour the regiment, of more than 1000
East Orange, N. J., Nov. 1931.
,
Breaded Venison Chop, a la Vileroi
to manage their own affairs.
stead of wasting time contriving to regiment was in training at th a t spot. men, marched down Middle street to
When the Mayor, aided by a Demo- I discuss the defeat they encountered
There was a stone wall running all Main. At the foot of Limerock street
Fried Sweet Potatoes
Mashed Turnip
A N A L E R T BODY
cratic ex-mayor and various other in Ward 2. and stirring up bad feel- around the campground. The soldier they were halted and maneuvered to
Cream Carrots and Peas
non-residents of Ward 2. and by a ing they would spend their time do- boys used many of the stones from form a hollow square. The hundreds
handful of Ward 2 Democrats who ing something constructive for the this fence to build ovens where they of citizens who were on the streets U nion Board of T rade Holds
SPRUCE HEAD
Waldorf Salad, Mayonnaise Dressing
with two exceptions have never been , welfare of the Democratic party, could cook their food. They were gathered about on the outside of this
C om m unity Hall
A n n u al M eeting—W atches
heard of doing any work for the they might be of some value to it.
very proud of their work and liked to square. P art of an old pulpit was
French Bread
Hot Biscuits
party, undertook to determine who 1
L. W. Benner
call the attention of visitors to these placed in the open space; a Bible,
T o w n ’s Interests
SATURDAY NIGHT
fine ovens and tell them about the some hymn books and a melodeon
Home Made Apple Pie
Pumpkin Pie
food they had cooked in them. But were borrowed from Orris Andrews’
NOVEMBER 28
The Union Board of Trade held its
W A S W IT H SU C C E SS
LOCAL THEATRES
English Plum Pudding with Brandy Sauce
I thought it some times must have bookstore close by; and a group of
Smalley’s Orchestra
tasted quite smoky. I have often singers from the various church annual meeting Tuesday night and
year's review showed that the 40
Park Theatre
Square and Round Dances
Ice Cream
H o m e F o r Aged W o m e n E n  wished th a t those ovens might have choirs were gathered to lead the the
enterprising citizens comprising its
Action
is
the
keynote
of
western
been
preserved
as
relics
of
those
Dances Start at 8 O’clock Standard
singing.
Bananas
Oranges
Mixed Nuts
jo y s a Notable T h a n k sg iv  camping days, for they would indeed A minister, whose name I do not membership have been active and
screen entertainment and “Near the
76-Th-tf
alert.
Trail's
End”
has
action
galore.
be
curiosities
now.
recall, announced the hymns. It
Young American Cheese
in g D ay R em em brance
One of the achievements has been
Everybody was welcome to visit the seemed as though everyone in that
Steele is made the new marshal of
the
proper markings of the highways
camp at certain hours of the day and vast throng joined in the singing. I
Cactus, a town which Bart Morgan,
Tea, Coffee or Milk
and streams found within the town's
T h at the good people of Rockland we often, young and old. went up to
gambler, town boss and killer, con
never heard America and the Doxtrols. B art loves Jane, and the new rise in noble manner to any worthy witness the dress parade and the ology sung as they were sung at that border—a system which every other
^^Don’t have your complexion red and
Price $1.00
town in the State should adopt.
lowering
of
the
flag
at
sunset.
marshal
also
loves
her.
Bart
has
rough. Keep it smooth ami white with
occasion was again demonstrated
time and with such deep feeling.
Through the efforts of the Board
George CalcontLs, Chef
There was one regimental company
killed every man who has had the when Tuesday the annual Thanksgiv
As I looked upon the vast number Route 101 will next year be sunplied
that came from Winterport. I had singing “My Country, T is of Thee,"
temerity to look more than twice at
We Serve Full Course Shore Dinners, $1.50 and up
Jane—but Johnny looks, loves and ing donation day was observed at the heard th a t no man in th at company I could not help wondering how many with a tarvia surface. An illumi
141-142
lives, and it is Bart Morgan who dies Home for Aged Women, proving one was less than six feet tall, and I think of those soldier boys would ever come nated Christmas tree will again adorn
with his boots on. Through the story of the most outstanding in the his it was true, for they looked immense back and join with us again. Many the Common.
These officers were elected:
is a tale of plot and counter-plot, tory of the home. The generosity as they marched up Middle street. of them were really boys, only 16 and
President—Carl Mitchell.
The leader had an old cornet which 17 vears of age. Service ended, the
with the girl and a herd of cattle as
Vice President—James L. Dornan
the prizes. A number of thrilling displayed was most heartening at he held very high and upon which he soldiers reformed ranks and marched
Secretary—Clarence Leonard.
scenes, furious rides, breath-taking this tim e when so many are deplor blew vigorously. The marching tur.e back to camp. The crowds dispersed,
Treasurer—J. H. Williams.
which he played was always the same, but with sad hearts.
feats of horsemanship and stirring ing “depression.”
Directors—The above officers and
gun battles keep the spectators at a
Donations of all kinds poured i n - that old, old song,
Among the Rockland volunteers John C. Creighton. Robert M. McKin
high pitch of excitement. The pic groceries, preserves, money, vege I see them on their winding way,
was
a
young
man
named
Chapman,
ture will be seen Friday and Satur tables, fruit. There was a Thanks About their ranks the moonbeams play— who had been very active in the ley. W. A. Ayer. Herbert L. Grinnell
day.—adv.
The player was evidently short of musical affairs of our city. He had a and M. M. Messer.
giving dinner from soup to n u ts pro
vided by the members of the former breath, so he omitted the first note of fine bass voice and was often heard
T H E F IR S T EN TRY
Rockland City Club, this feature each line of the music, in order to in church or concerts. On a Sunday
Strand Theatre
planned and carried out by Frank W. take a fresh breath. But he kept the shortly before the regiment left for
The hilarious, slapsick comedy of Fuller. In addition to the turkey in time right up, always catching in the the front, Mr. Chapman came Into
James B. Perkins of Boothbay
Bert Lahr, America’s most imitated
second note, and the soldiers had no the Baptist Church, bringing his two
formerly law partner of
comedian, Charlotte Greenwood. Pat this basket, there was also a hand trouble in marching to the tune, even little girls, and asked me to take Harbor,
Chief Justice Pattangall and former
one from Nathan Farwell’s farm
O Brien and others in “Flying High," some
If one note from each line was miss them into my Sunday School class,
Prohibition director for
which comes for Friday and Saturday at Orff's Corner. Among the whole ing. I t was all very funny, although saying that he should be glad to know Federal
Maine,
announced
his candidacy for
sale
houses
contributing
were
M.
B.
is interspersed with a number of
& C. O. Perry and John Bird Co., the soldiers were so much in earnest that they would be there every Sun the Democratic gubernatorial nomi
striking new songs.
that
they
did
not
mind
the
loss
of
day
while
he
was
away.
He
had
been
nation Tuesday.
Two of their numbers in "Flying from whom came flour, sugar, coffee, that one note from each line.
the first man to enlist and was the
The first entry into the Democratic
4 • ***
High” are considered sure-fire hits. canned goods, crackers, etc. There
first
man
of
the
regiment
to
be
killed.
primary, was made following a meet
They are being whistled and sung were two big hams, and many gifts of
We
had
a
fine
band
in
our
city
at
So
he
never
returned
to
his
little
ing of the Lincoln County Demo
everywhere. "Dance Until the Dawn" candies and sweets so dear to chil that time, and were justly proud of !t. family.
crats.
is a corking rumba, and “Happy dren and the aged. So m any were The uniforms were very handsome
•
•
•
♦
“The Democracy of Maine approv
Landings” is an exceedingly colorful the donations that the board finds it and quite showy, made of drab broad
impossible to thank each contributor cloth and trimmed with red and gold
The day following this Sunday ing, I shall be candidate for Gov
chorus number.
For the comicalities of “Flying personally, so takes this opportunity There was a red stripe on the outside service on Main street was the 17th ernor in 1932,” he said.
Mr. Perkins has for many years
High,” Lahr, Miss Greenwood and to express its heartfelt thanks and of the trousers; the coats had red of June and very hot. The soldiers
O’Biien of “Front Page” fame are appreciation to everyone who helped. collars and cuffs trimmed with gold were to leave th at day by steamer for been closely associated with William
Open house was kept in the after braid; while the front of the coat, Boston. There was no railroad out of R. Pattangall, being a former mem
aided by Kathryn Crawford, former
ber of the firm of Pattangall, Locke
Universal star but more recently a noon, and the ladies in their best bib being double breasted, had two rows Rockland a t th at time.
We had seen these soldiers, many & Perkins.
musical comedy favorite on Broad and tucker received many callers. of handsome brass buttons tapering
way; Charles Winnlnger, Hedda Hop Dainty refreshments were served by toward the waist. There were epau of them our neighbors, marching day
per. Guy Kibbee and Herbert Brag- the board of management, and the lettes with gold and red fringe which after day, their coming down the hill Y O U R F A V O R IT E PO EM
gioti. Gus Amheim and his famous scene wore a distinctly festive air.
drooped over the shoulders. From a familiar sight. But on this day,
There are eight inmates at the the black patent leather belts were knowing th at this would be the last
band play in the production. — adv.
home, who with the matron. Miss suspended the fatigue caps,—as they time, that there would be no march
T H A N K S G IV IN G
Ernestine Getchell, and her assistant, were called—and these were some ing back, there was a solemnity about Wp praise thee. God. for harvests earned.
Miss Edith Butler, bring the number times worn in place of the tall bear it all never felt before. The air was The fruits of labor, garnered In;
praise thee more for soil unturned
up to ten. An allowance of $6 per skin hats which were worn on parade. so still th a t as the crowd ' stood But
From which the yield Is yet to win!
month is made for table use, so that The whole uniform was very striking watching for the regiment to leave
praise thee for the harbor’s lee
it can be readilv understood how and received many compliments, as the camp we were able to hear the WeAnd
moorings safe In waters still;
gratefully received are all donations. did also the playing of the band commands as they were given at the But more
for leagues of open sea.
Where favoring gales our canvas fill.
The efficient manner in which Miss wherever it appeared, as it often top of the distant hill.
Getchell and Miss Butler manage has did. in other cities.
The band tn full uniform was We praise thee for the Journey’s end.
Camden Opera House
won warm compliments from all sides.
During the summer evenings this assembled In the yard of my home, The inn. all warmth and light and
cheer;
The neatness of the house, the come- band gave frequent serenades. On ready to join the regiment when it
But more for lengthening roads th at
THURSDAY, NOV. 26 ' ly ladles whom It shelters, the lm- many a lovely moonlight night we should reach th at point.
wend
[ maculate and well-appointed table, would hear the music as these musi
I shall never forget that day, nor Through dust and heat to hilltops
clear . .
the well-balanced meals and the com- cians played in different parts of the the wonderful sight as the men. 10
Battle of Music
I fortable and cheery air th a t per- city. Some of the music loving citi abreast, wheeled from the camp into We praise thee for life’s garnered gains,
| vades th e home, are features that zens would be honored with a con Middle street and started down the The blessings that our cup o’erbrlm:
142-143
Dean vs. Kirkpatrick
more for pledge of what remains
' never fail to attract attention of cert in front of their homes, and it hill Colonel Hiram G. Berry preced But
Past the horizon’s utmost rim!
141-142
V’/awtViAY/iw-tw tvv tv?
jjvZiiwZ
1visitors.
was their delight to be thus treated. ed them, mounted on his handsome
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SOLDIERS ON M IDDLE STREET HEIGHTS

THANKSGIVING

SPECIAL THANKSGIVING DINNER $ 1 .2 5

THANKSGIVING DINNER
Param ount R estaurant

DANCE

SOFT WHITE SKIN

R e s in o l

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK
R o c k la n d , M ain e

1 9 3 1 CHRISTMAS CLUB CHECKS
W ill Be R ead y fo r P ay m en t
DECEM BER

1, 1 9 3 1

If n o t called fo r, th ey will be m ailed

■■ ■

THANKSGIVING
BALL

O u r 1 9 3 2 C lu b Is N o w O p e n

John Coleman Adams.
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Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddte.
who on oath declares th a t he Is Press
m an In the office o( The Courier-Gazette,
a n d th at of the issue of this paper of
Financial help Is desired for carry
Nov. 24, 1931, there was printed a total ing on In Knox County the religious
of 6,185 copies. WALTER. H. BUTLER
training of unchurched boys and girls of
Notary Public.
the neglected rural districts. The work
Is well organized, under a trained lead
Let us come before his presence er. ft calls for financial support. Con
tributions sent to this paper will be
w ith Thanksgiving.—Ps. 95-2.
prom ptly acknowledged and passed on
to the treasurer of the Knox County
Association for rural religious education.
AGAINST PROHIBITION
J. W. Robinson, to whom checks should
be made payable

T H E PO L IT IC A L W O R D .

SO UTH W ALDOBORO

Allie Crouse of Friendship was ai
Som e M aine D em ocrats Con- guest
of I. E. Wallace a few days last
sider Baker For Presidency week.
Lloyd Winchenbach shot a deer
-T he G overnorship
Saturday.

It appears that there may be a con
test in the Democratic convention next
spring if the proposition is made to
instruct the delegation from Maine to
the party national convention for
Chairman Raskob of the Demo
Governor Roosevelt of New York.
<$> ■$> <•>
Maine has been pretty carefully
cratic National committee, making
ILLUSTRATING THE WORK
canvassed for the New York governor
no bones of the prohibition question,
and it has been understood that those
launches a drive among his party's T hat Is Being Done In Various Parts who have most to do with party man
of
the
County
of
Knox
campaign contributors for an antiagement were for him and had all
laid to send to the convention a
prohibition plank in the Democratic
When by actual count 115 people plans
solid delegation for him.
national platform. His own opinion In a sma? community crowd into a
The few delegates from this State
Is that the national convention rural chu’.ch on a fine Sunday after may not be able to cut very much
noon when the glorious sunshine is of a figure in the convention, but the
should make a positive declaration. calling everybody outdoors, and then
“I believe the time has come," he when the S.R.O. sign is necessary, Maine convention will probably be the
first to be had and there has been the
says, “for the Democratic party to you may know something is doing feeling that an instructed delegation
there.
It's
no
accident.
face this issue squarely, and to pre
In this case Rev. J. L. Corson, su would be of substantial aid in starting
sen t to the people a definite policy perintendent and secretary of the the Roosevelt boom off. The idea . of
of state's rights and local self-gov Knox County Rural Religious Edu course, has been that everybody was
for Roosevelt here and that with
ernment." The Chairm an will find cation Association, also Miss Mar Rctosevelt delegates elected, there
garet
McKnight,
religious
director,
in his party strong support for these assisted by that live society and by would be no likelihood of any opposi
measures, as well as a great body of 34 of Maine's choicest youngsters, tion to the vote of instruction, the
his voters who will as unqualifiedly constituted the peisonnel who had same not being designed to hold the
delegates down, that not being
oppose any measure designed to un achieved the wonders behind the thought necessary, but to proclaim
scenes which led to the beautiful
seat national prohibition. Should the Thanksgiving service in the rejuve to the rest of the Country where the
Democrats out of their conven- nated and re-dedicated Clark Island party in this State stood.
But since the coming to New Eng
tioi^report a platform unequivocally Church last Sunday and drew there
unprecedented crowd of deeply • land of Newton D. Baker of Ohio, it
favoring repeal, and the Republican an
interested participants and observ- has developed th a tth e re is consider able of an element m the party, tnConvention with equal emphasis sup ers
You'd have to travel many miles eluding: many of the more conservapo rt the eighteenth amendment as it
stands, the country would undoubt to find as bright a bevy of boys and live who look with much more favor
girls as marched in to the music °n tbe candidacy of the Ohio man
edly find itself in for an election from the organ donated by Mrs. than on that of the New York exwhere party lines would be sadly shot Rose Edwards, and played by the ecutive.
This element might not go as far as
to pieces. But we think prohibition, capable fingers of Mrs. Elizabeth
to oppose the election as delegates of
in spite of the objections so widely Caven as prelude to the exercises to members of the party known to be fa
launched against it, would still as follow which were conducted by Miss vorable to Roosevelt and, as generally
McKnight, with _Mrs. Simpson as
a national principle prevail. For the reader, Mrs. Harrison to present believed, they could accomplish noth
vote of the women of the country is President Hoover’s proclamation and ing if they did try it. But if instructions
are attempted it is said to be pretty
a tremendous engine when directed Rev. F. W. Barton as chaplain.
Miss McKnight, trained at Boston likely that the Baker men would go
toward a common objective.
University is aided by her sister out into the open and a t least try to i
Mrs. Beatrice Brown. She has for defeat any motion of th at sort.
Whether the possibilities of such ac- j
HOOVER AND MAINE POTATOES nlbnths trained and inspired these
tion would cause the Roosevelt leaders
T hat was an impressive as well as pupils whose proficiency and deport to withhold the contemplated instruc
ment were marked. Fourteen juniors
historic occasion th a t saw proces presented the opening exercises, fol tion vote is a matter of speculation, i
sioning up Pennsylvania avenue a lowing which the pageant "The but if they still insisted and there
should develop a considerable Baker
century-old ox-cart drawn by a yoke Thankful Heart” was admirably strength here, there would be the dan- j
presented in costume by Doris Caven,
of prize Herefords, driven from Shirley Johnson, Doris Malmstrum, ger that the situation th at would'
Maine by Lenville Hawkes of Cum Catherine Caven, Minerva Johnson thereby be created would act as a
boomerang. At any rate the situation
berland Center, and conveying to and Marion Larson.
is fraught with interesting possibili
Previous
to
this
memorable
occa
President Hoover forty bushels of
sion no Sunday School had been held ties.
choice Aroostook potatoes—enough in the church for about fifteen years,
• • • •
to last the White House, the Presi and the repairs necessary for this
Representative Donald B. Partridge
dent declared, well through the win event had been made under the su of Norway left his home for Washing
_________________
the middle of the_____________
week to take up
ter. Commissioner of Agriculture pervision of Mr. Corson, who for four ton
years has been actively interested in
duties as member of Congress from
Washburn presented the cargo on the promising Clark Island youth the late Second District of Maine.
behalf of Gov. Gardiner and the and much credit is due him for Week before last Mr. Partridge sprang
Maine potato growers, and President patience and persistence, with which suddenly into the limelight when it
was found that some of his friends in
Hoover gave to the gift cordial recep he has accomplished great results.
Highly commendable has been the
tion, meantime patting the oxen and friendly spirit surrounding this re the Second District were bent on his
entry into the field as a candidate
expressing a joyous interest in the habilitation of a long useless struc for the Republican nomination for
ture
into
an
attractive
meeting
place.
whole proceeding. I t was a real
Governor next June.
Caven donated wood. Mrs. Blake
The announcement was possibly in
Maine occasion, to which Senators Mr.
gave colored glass, Mr. Williams the the nature of what politicians call a
Hale and White and Congressmen stove, Margaret Crandon the kinder- j {rja] Walloon, but according to those
Beedy and Partridge lent the ap garten chairs, H. P. Kalloch of Ten- who are most interested in the propoproval of their presence, and through ar.t's Harbor generously cancelled Sjtjon, there has come a more favorreactjOn to it than even they had
which the Aroostook grown potato his bill against the old church and
Mrs. Rose Edwards donated the fine ]Ooked for They have found, so they
has found itself upon the front page
organ.
, . ,
,
say, that the proposition is viewed
of the newspapers of the entire
This Thanksgiving service was wjtb interest by Republicans who are
made possible through the gift of not interested in the congressman
country.
$100 by the Maine Baptist Conven- personaiiy but who feel that a canti°n x
didate should be nominated who has
ON QUOTING POETRY
St. George contains nearly 2000 not been actively associated in either
The front page com er which for a people and is famed for its granite Qj jbe factions of the party here in
generation or more has featured for output and for its fine type of peo- Maine and aiso that one should be J
pie. I t is one of Maine s most beau- cbosen who had not taken an active
our readers the beautiful poems of tiful towns, with a rugged outline
part
tlje campaign that was made to
the ages, has caused the raising of a seacoast and is to be congratulat
defeat the administrative code act.
eyebrow on the part of a friendly i for numbering among its many’ u - Tbe fee]ing 0{ the sponsors of the
n ritw with resnect to last Thursday’s lages so progressive a one as Clar code
{hat jor tWQ or three years at
.
. , , ri. Island, with its fine quarry and wo - leftgt
administration of the lawpresentation of th a t immortal lyric dcrful scenery Its future outlook shouId havp
placed
{he hands
itg frientjS and that to place it in '
by Bums, “The Banks o' Doon.” for permanent church worship -,
\ hostile hands might be to greatly
"W hat has happened,” thus our critic promising.
Long live the Knox County Asso- impair its usefulness
(Jesse A. Tolman, no less,) "to the ciation for Rural Religious Educa-1 whether the latter will turn to the
banks and braes?” So we looked tion, under whose &u?P‘c . . . Norway man as the man for them to
again into the corner dedicated to service was held, the Clark Island support -s 9omething else again but
Sunday School established and
e jt probably is true th at th are in_
verse and encountered this line in it: abandoned church caused to take on terested .p him
a
“Ye flowery banks o’ Bonnie Doon.”
a new lease of life.
M. P. R. , Mr Partridge retUrned to Washing- !
We should suppose (as our critic
<$>
6j ton without reaching a decision as to
The Warren Congregational Church ' whe; ber( °r n°l he should b« om5 a
does) that no person living could
think upon the poem as opening in comes handsomely through with a i candidate for Governor. He is inter
check for $27.85, sending to above ested in the prop^iUon quite naturalany other fashion th an
$700 the total of the campaign begun
abd
probab!>’ be governed by
“ Ye banks and braes o’ Bonnie Doon’’— in this paper with its issue of Aug- the development of the next few
j,
weeks. At any rate, he is far from beB ut it is the line as above printed
«> *
ing read y to
noth a t came to the poetry editor out of

Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Wallace and

Friendship.
Mrs. Isadore Hoffscs visited his brother Colby Wallace at
ar.d Miss Edith Levensaler of the the Cove a few days recently,
village were callers.
Mr. an(j Mrs. Fred Pitcher of NewMrs. Ella Wallace visited Mrs. Rilla castle were callers at W. O. Pitcher's
Wallace Tuesday.
Jlast week. ‘
Arthur Simmons of Togus called on
Mrs. Sadie Flanders visited her sisMr. and Mrs. W. G. Wallace Tuesday. ter Mrs. Annie Brazier Tuesday.
Charles Wallace of Frenchboro
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Miller of East

Waldoboro were Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Burns.

STICKNEY C O R N E R
Miss Edith W alter will have charge
of the service at the Chapel Sunday
at 6 o’clock. Special music.

W A F F L E IR O N
Waffles will be something
different for her next party.
They deserve a regular
place on your menu. Serve
them hot at the table.

PERCO LATO R
C LO C K —Correct time always— no wind
ing. Beautiful styles and designs.

fro m 9 H .7 5 .

fro m 9H .7S.

Always at it best, elec
trically made coffee.
New styles in different
designs, beautifully
nickel plated.

f r o m 9 8 .7 S

S H O P EARLY
T H IS C H R IS T M A S
TABLE L A M P
W ASH ER

DO your Christmas shopping now. You'll be better satisfied

Lighten the tasks in the home. Anew low
price for a remarkable electric washer.

— for the early shopper always gets the best selection of

f r o m 9 0 0 .5 0 .

New and different—never before at such
low prices as this year f r o m 0 3 . 5 0 .

gifts— and the best prices.
Our stores are fully stocked and ready for Christmas which
is in line with our usual custom of being ready by Thanks
giving. Here, you’ll find a gift for every one on your list—
moreover, it will be a practical gift that not only brings joy
and happiness in the leisure it affords the recipient, but
enhances the beauty of its surroundings.

Let your gift be an electrical labor-saving appliance
B O U D O IR LAM P
Set one on either side of the dresser.

fro m * 2 .

Select them now, deliveries may be made whenever you
want them, free of charge to any local residences. And we'll
be glad to extend the services of our Budget Payment Plan.

C H R IS T M A S L I G H T S
fro m 5 0 r.

Decorate the tree safely .

W hy not make this store you. headquarters again this holiday
season?...meet your friend, here...feel free to step in and
look around, you will not be expected or urged to buy.

u G ifts

that G iv e Thruout the Year

//

E L E C T R IC C A N D L E S

SEW IN G MA< BIN E MOTOR

Ideal for the window ot doorway.

Make an electric out of that “ footpowered" machine. Easily attached.

CENTR

p r i c e 8 2 .5 0 .

POW E

AIHE

p r ic e 8 1 0 .5 0 .

bMPAHY

R E F R IG E R A T O R

S W I V E L LAM P

A gift for the home that brings health
and economy for years to come.

Every student needs one

fro m 82 .

p r ic e 0210.

A D .IC S T A B L E
LAM P
Attaches anywhere. Handy for the bed
or mirror . . . . ............. f r o m 9 2 .

SUN
LAM P

a text book, “Choice Specimens of
English Literature,” selected by wellknown literary men, the title page
asserts, “For Use of American Stu
dents," and bearing the imprint of a
reputable publishing house.
We
touch upon the m atter at this length
for the purpose of raising a query,
whether the poem, long familiar to
the world, ever has known this vari
a n t in the line with which it opens.
There must have been a reason for
th e text book making use of it. The
subject should be not without inter
est to our readers whose tastes lean
toward the literary line.

„ T^e p,Und St
Gr° WS
nn
There continues to be the feeling
^ n ? r H HwfrtUnnnHd!,nrt ........ * 5 no amonR manY leaders in this and other
on Part-S of the State that politically it is
Mrs. Ethel Frohock, Rockland 92.00
10.00 highly desirable that an eastern Maine
Mr. and Mrs. W O. Fuller
5.00 ! man be nominated if one can be found i
Mrs. L. Wilbur Messer __
would not be representative of
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood ...........- 25.00 who
Evelyn B. Crockett ................. 2.00 any faction of the party. Among the
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Cobb 10.00 i possibilities are several such, and it is
Mary E. Meserve, Thomaston 2.00 true, no doubt, that the appearance of
Mr. and Mrs. V. A. Leach ...... 25.00 one of them as an avowed candidate
Mabel E. Oxton, Rockville ..... 5.00 would be followed by opposition that
Dr. H. V. Tweedie..................... 25.00 would widen the breach which it is
Miss Alena L. Young .............. 5.00 hoped to close.
Mrs. Bertha Smiley ................ 5.00
Miss Ada B. Young .................... 5.00 eastern Maine man hasn’t made
Mrs. Evelvn M. Hix
25.00 great progress as will be admitted. The
_
L— . _ - - .
_
n n t t o r iu q c h r n o n h o H frs P l o r o n o c f''
Itooevik Club, Rockland ........ 5.00 matter was broached to Clarence C
Mrs. Edward W. Bok .............. 50.00 Stetson of Bangor, president of the
Baptist Sunday School, Warren 18.50 Maine Development Association and
Lottie Ewell, Rockville .......... 5.00 while he was interested at first, he
Dr. W. F. Hart, Camden.......... 25.00 finally decided that it wasn’t his job.
i F. W. Barton, Tenant's Harbor 5.00 Edwin M. Hamlin of Milo was looked
COMMUNITY CHESTING
i Methodist S. S„ Union ............ 25.00 to as the man who could solve the
Congratulations to the public- D. J. Sivewright, Ten. Harbor 2.00 problem but he finally decided that
spirited citizens of Portland, who Mrs. L. N. L ittlehale................. 2.00 j he wanted no part of it. Therew as
have seen their campaign for Com Baptist S. S. Tenant's Harbor 25.00 1quite a boom of former Attorney Gen
5.00 eral Hannibal E. Hamlin of Ellsworth
munity Chest exceed by nearly $5000 Mrs. Ava B. Lawry,
Robert, Hervey, Patricia Allen 3.00 but the latest information I get is that
the grass sum of $225,000 aimed at. Thomaston contributions ...... 1435 he is not looking for a fight.
2.00
The last name that I heard pro
This is the city's second annual cam Mrs. Ida Barrows, Rockville
E. Kenney, St. George .. 1.00 posed was that of Senator Harold E.
paign and illustrates by its recorded Jahies_____
2.00 Murchie of Ellsworth. Murchie is an
success the people s approval of the Henfy Q Caddy gt George
1.00 able man and possesses some elements
first year's experiment. Portland is Leola F. Robinson, St. George 1.00 of strength. At any rate, he is an
the second city of Maine to adopt Miss Edith C. Bicknell ..........
2.00 eastern Mainer, but I dont know in
this modern method of caring for A Friend ............ .. .................. 5.00 what earnestness this suggestion was
.
j ,
Thomaston Additional ........... 15.00 made.
community causes that depend for , KnpJ, County council ............ 50.00
But make no mistake about one
support upon public contributions. 1 Mrs. Dana A. Sherer, Rockville 2.00 thing and that is the deadly earnestThe pioneer in the experiment was i-Marion
5 00 ness that exists in the eastern part of
Mrs. R. J. MacKenzie, Ten. Har. 25.00 tjie g tate that it is about time they
Rockland, now in its seventh year of Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Carter .... 10.00 1had a Governor. There is no facChest administration, and satisfied A Friend, Camden ................... 25.00 tionalism about that and it is a thing
that while here and there objections A Friend, Camden .................. 50.00 t0 be reckoned with. But agreement
5.00 on this and finding the right man
may be raised to some of its features, Owl’s Head Baptist S. S. ........
Mrs. M Hocking, Clark Island 2.00
it so far improves upon the old hap Tenant's Harbor C. E............-. 8.25 are two different propositions. To
find the man is as far from solution
hazard methods and their accom Methodist W.F.M.S., Rockland 5.00 as ever it was.—Fred K. Owen in the
panying multiplying of money-rais Thomaston additional ............ 17.00 gunday Telegram.
Mrs. J. D. Thurston. Union .... 25.00 _______________
ing campaigns, as secures for it an Littlefield Memorial Church .... 7.35 —— — — — ——
overwhelming volume of citizen ap Federated W.M.S.. Thomaston 2.00 Martinsville Sunday ^School .. 2.00
proval and support. We shall look A. W. Hathorne, St. George .. . 2 00 A. K. Walker. Rockport ......... 25 00
M. J. Watts. Thomaston 5.00 Warren Cong’l. Church ......... 27.85
to see still other Maine communities Miss
5.001
-------Christine Moore, Thomaston
set up the machinery of It.
Thomaston Girl Scouts .......... 2.00 Total to date ........................$702.35

Mrs George T. Palmer and two chil
dren were in Rockland Saturday.
Mrs. Sadie Flanders and daughter
Anna visited Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Wal
lace at the Cove Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Wallace had
as dinner guests Sunday Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney Carter and Thelma Prior of

Every-O ther-D ay

A gift for the
entire family.
K e e p th em
w ell, stron g
and healthy
with the ben
eficial ultra
violet rays fro m a
Miller Sun Lamp.

p r i c e 0 2 0 .7 5

TO A STER
R A N G E —Club together ind make it a gift for
the family. Brings new convenience, leisure and
economy—and benefits every member, especially
Mother................................. f r o m 0 1 1 0 .5 ® .

Turns the toast with
out touching it by
hand.

f r o m 0 3 .7 5 .

FLOORS
LAM P,

B R ID G E
LAM P '

Beautiful new attractiv e flo o r la m p s,
ordered for the holi
day season

A wide assortment of
new designs espe
cially for Christmas,

fro m t i e .

fr o m 8 2 .5 0 .

V IB R A T O R
Keep well with a handy electric
vibrator . p r i c e 0 1 2 .5 0 .

A CTO M ATIC
IR O N
The iron stays at just the right heat automatically—no over or undetheating. Adjustabie to your touch . fro m 0 0 .7 5

—

i: I

H A IR D R Y E R

CLEANER

Use after the shampoo. Just
the thing for her.

Saves not only time and labor,
bur the rugs as w ell. This one
$63.50; others . . .

fro m 8 0 .7 5 .

fro m 0 3 1 .5 0 .

C U R L IN G IR O N
Every girl needs one of these
useful gifts. A fine assortment.

fro m 0 1 .

SANDW ICH TOASTER
M akes piping hot d eliciou s
toasted sandwiches right at the
table. Something different for
entertaining. /> r/r« '8 1 2 . 5 0 .

HEATERS
fro m
0 3 .0 5

IR O N
Wrinkleproof, irons in any direction
without wrinkling because o f the round
heel— $4.95 . . . . o t h e r s 0 3 .0 5 .

E very-O ther-D ay

TALK O F THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
26 (10 a m .)—Union Thanksgiv
ing service a t th e First Baptist Church.
Nov. 26—Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 29—Musical vesper service at Unlversallst Church.
Dec. 1 (2.30 to 7.30)—Woman s Educa
tional Club box lunch picnic with
speakers C. M. P. club room.
Dec. 1—Dramatic reading In Unlversa11st vestry, auspices Methebesec Club.
Dec. 2—Methodist Ladles’ Aid lair.
N o t.

R ockland C ourier-G azette, T h u rsd ay , N ovem ber 26, 1931
Golden Rod Chapter meets Friday
night, but the usual supper.. Is
omitted.
Peter Nelson retires from the U. S.
Navy Jan. 17, as he will then have
reached the age limit.
Fales Circle, Ladies of the G.A.R.,
meets tonight a t the home of Mrs.
Elizabeth Barton, Orange street.

FROM LATIN AMERICA

S o m e P e o p le P r e f e r C h ic k e n ,
A nd S o m e P re fe r D ucks,
B u t T h i s B ird L o o k s P r e t t y G o o d

Mrs. Elizabeth Williamson and
Mrs. Catherine Collins were mem
6howery-looking clouds filled the bers of the supper committee at the
£k> as we went to press Wednesday Opportunity Class banquet.
afternoon, but cheering news for
holiday plans came at noontime
Workmen were busy yesterday
from the radio forecasters who pre erecting a powerful floodlight which
dicted a fair Thanksgiving. The will nightly display the handsome
cold wave reported on its way east front of Rockland National Bank.
has not yet reached us, noon temper
ature Wednesday being 55, wind
The dancing classes conducted^by
west. The holiday last year was Miss Bertha McIntosh a t The
cloudy with snow in the early morn Thorndike Grill opened Monday eve
ing, temperature 30, and was fol ning in an auspicious manner. They
lowed two days later by a sharp cold are held each Monday evening.
snap of zero weather.
WEATHER

The first of th e five all-star Com
munity Concerts takes place in P ort
land Friday evening when Robert
Goldsand. famous Viennese pianist,
will be featured. While these con
certs are being presented in a series a t
subscription prices, single tickets may
be procured by communicating with
the Portland- Music Commission.
A conference on finance is called in
connection w ith the executive board
meeting next Tuesday of the Wom
an’s Educational Club picnic with
Mrs. Florence Ellis. Central Maine
power room. The entire year's pro
gram. discussion topics, choice of
study subject, key women list and
committees, is to receive considera
tion. Take current events with your
ideas for improvements. Vice presi
dents should designate their substi
tute.^f unable to attend.

Friday is the 33d anniversary of the
big storm which claimed the steam
ship Portland with more than 100
lives, the steamer Pentagoet, comanded by Capt. Orris Ingraham of
is city, and much vessel property.
The storm began late on a Saturday
night and was in full swing along
the New England coast all day Sun
day.

Members of the Junior Auxiliary of
Winslow-Holbrook Post met Mon
day afternoon and sewed patchwork
for quilts for Miss Corbett’s relief
work. The youngsters also served
nice refreshments to the ladies of
the Senior Auxiliary gathered at the
hall for sewing. At the evening ses
sion of the Senior organization it was
voted to donate $25 for the benefit of
the disabled hospitalized veterans to
make their Christmas a bit more
The Salvation Army rummage sales cheery.j
will open again Saturday at 9 a. m
Mrs. Nellie Achorn, State depart
and will be held twice weekly during
the winter months, each Wednesday ment president. of the Auxiliary of
afternoon and all day Saturday. Sons of Union Veterans, is to install
These sales were discontinued during the officers of the Camden auxiliary
the last summer for lack of suitable Friday night, with supper at 6.30.
room. A p art of the third floor has A. A. Clark Camp and Auxiliary of
been made available for this purpose Belfast and Anderson Camp and
and many bargains for those unable Auxiliary of Rockland have been in
to buy new will be found there vited. At the close of the cere
Every purchaser Saturday will be monies, a short entertainment will
given a peck of cooking apples free as be presented. The affair is to take
place in »the Megunticook Grange
long as the supply lasts.
hall.
_ In the cast of the “Manless Min
strel Show" given by the Belfast
The new county directory, issued
BPW Club Monday evening was Mrs by the H. A. Manning Co., is being
W. A. Hartshorn formerly of Rock delivered to local patrons.
One
land. Mrs. H artshorn's work as one hundred and forty-five pages are
of the six "end men" was described d( voted to Rockland names, the first
as excellent, despite the fact th a t cf which that of Emily H. Abbott of
she filled in a t almost a moment’s 16 Knox street, and yie last Wil
notice, taking the place of Mrs. N a liam H. Young, 118" Thomaston
than H. Small who is ill. Miss street. The first name in the Cam
Gretchen Fletcher who conducted den section is Chester Abbott and the
dancing classes in Rockland last last name Lydia J. Younger. The
winter was a member of the circle Thomaston list is headed by Frank
and delighted with solo dancing.
B. Adams and ends with Weston
Young. In Rockport the first name
The old-fashioned dance given by is Ronald I. Abbott and the last
Miriam Rebekah Lodge Tuesday name is Ralph R. Young. Talbot
evening was pronounced a j o l l y ________
B. Aldrich heads the St. George list
time. The dance program featured j aIlet Wright is on the other end of
favorite old-tim e
dances, with the alphabet. The Union list begins
Clark's Orchestra. Mrs. Joyce won with Wilbur C. Abbott and ends with
honors for the prettiest costume, her Ralph W. Young. The Vinalhaven
prize being a box of Mrs. Mabel names start with Alexander David
Brewster's delicious home made can son and end with Mary Youngquist.
dy. The guess cake, made by Mrs. In Warren the list starts off with
Lillian Cotton, was carried off by the name of William Achorn and
Mrs. Charles Lewis. Mrs. Lina Car- ends with Louis H. Young.
roll acted as general chairman of the
successful affair.
A meeting of the executive com
for re-establishipg the work
Park your car in the warm F ire mittee
the Boys’ Band was held Monday
proof Garage, Winter street, while of
at the High School, with
shopping. Only 25 cents, afternoon evening
organizations » represented:
or evening.
141-145 these
The schools. Principal Joseph E.
Blaisdell and Supt. E. L. Toner; stuMAY RUN FOR GOVERNOR
i dent council, Malcolm Haskell, pres
ident; Parent-Teacher Association,
The possibility that Alfred K. Ames
of Machias might enter the June Mrs. John T. Flanagan; Rotary Club,
primaries as a candidate for the R e William A. Glover; Lions Club,
publican nomination for Governor George W. Gay; Forty Club, Arthur
was being discussed Tuesday. Ames F. Lamb; Rubinstein Club, Mrs. Ha
called on political leaders recently zel Atwood. The m atter was dis
With the idea, it was said, of determin cussed at length, particularly with
ing their attitude toward his candi regard to financial support, and al
dacy. He has expressed his interest ready better than $200 is in sight to
in running, b u t has not committed make the re-c4-ganization possible.
The Band is to be incorporated in
himself definitely.
school activities. the organization to
have its board of officers, and the
members to be accredited with cer
BORN
PHLI.IPS -At Vinalhaven. Nov. 22. to tain ranking in the educational sys
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Phillips, a daughter. tem. Another meeting of the com
mittee is called for this evening, as
DIED
it is important th at the Band begin
DYER—At No. Haven. Nov. 20. Almira to function at the earliest possible
(Crockett) wife of Henry W. Dyer,
moment.
aged 73 years.

Former Thomaston Boy and Promi
nent Diplomat, Pays Visit To
Tampa, Florida
The Tampa, Florida Tribune of
Nov. 8 published an interview with
Henry P. Starrett, counselor of the
United States Embassy a t Lima,
! Peru, who was in Tampa on a vaca- !
; tion after an absence of nine years.'
He has served in consular and diplo„i, inatic posts in all parts of the world.
As Mr. Starrett is a son of Mr. and
Mrs. E. P. Starrett of Thomaston,
whom he visited during the summer,
| the following story from the Tampa 1
i newspaper will be read with interj cst:
'T am pa should get busy without de{lay to develop air commerce with
Latin America, and the first step is
, to build a first class airport .said
' Henry P. Starrett, counselor of the
United States embassy at Lima, Peru,
i now on vacation in Tampa.
M r.-Starrett has lived most of his
life in far-away places, but Tampa is
home to him. His family live there.
Mrs. S tarrett is from Dade City, for
merly Miss Emma Virginia Ferguson.
This is his home town, and he is in
terested in Tampa's development and
particularly its hook-up with Latin
American countries in which he has
spent many years.
“Air commerce with South Amer
ica and other Latin American coun
tries will be tremendously increased,”
he said, “and since Tam pa is the
nearest of the big American ports to
South America people here should
go after their share of this business.
I think it is common sense th at the
development of a first class airport
I should be the first step

There will be a meeting of both
Miss Harriet Lord is employed a t
committees at the T hrift Shop Sat
Parker’s Lunch, Park street.
urday at 4 p. m. The Shop will wel
come contributions of furniture and
A special Thanksgiving service will dishes.
be held at the Salvation Army hall
Thursday night a t 8.
Eleven members of Ruth Mayhew
Tent were entertained Monday aft
The Legion Auxiliary will have no ernoon and evening by Mrs. J. F.
supper Saturday night, but will be on Cooper, Limerock street.
A quilt
deck with another tempting menu was pieced and a nice picnic supper
Dec. 5.
served.
This is another short week for the
L .A. Walker received word this
local schools due to the intervention morning that he had won a 12-pound
of the holiday. No sessions Thursday turkey as a prize for writing the
or Friday.
most applications in the North West
ern Mutual Life Insurance Co.,
The warm spell has kidded the which he represents locally, up to
lilac bushes to budding out of turn. Dec. 1st.
Alba Korpinen of the Georges River
The remarkable Visionola, Sparroad sends us a sample.
ton's 1932 development for radio, is
J. C. Harmon, lobster dealer, has attracting much interest at Farrel’s.
joined the Tillson wharf colony, I t is a complete talking picture out
having removed his business thither fit coupled with radio. Showings are
given daily, afternoon and evening
from the Thorndike & Hix wharf.
free.
Joseph G riffin, who has been visit
G eqr^ Curtis, charged with reck
ing his sister Mrs. Streeter Webster
the past few weeks, left recently for less driving, was placed in the care
Augusta, Ga., where he is to work as of Probation Officer JVebster for one
starter on the golf course at the For year in Judge Butler’s court Wed
est Hills Hotel. His brother-in-law, nesday, but received a stem warning
“Micky”, Gallagher is head pro at th e from his honor th a t the first offense
would see him committed to the
hotel.
Men’s Reformatory.
James H. Murphy, assistant super
The traffic tights at Main and
intendent of the A.&P.. who has been
transferred to another district, was Limerock streets went temporarily
presented with an Elks charm by the out of commission yesterday morn
local A.&P. stores. The presentation ing when a big truck hooked the bot
speech was made in a happy vein by tom fixture and kept moving. But
Francis J. Costello, manager of T he for Patrolman McIntosh's quick eye
and sharp whistle serious damage
Brook store.
would have resulted.
A study in black and white which
The expert decorators of the Cen
interests all who see it at the home
of Mrs. Emery Niles, 30 Holmes tral Maine Power Company tackled
street, consists of her white Spitz their abode at. The Brook Wednes
dog Poto and two pure white puppies, day morning, and the tasteful ar
plus four little black spaniel pups, rangement of greens which now
which were adopted by Poto after adorns the front arouses the admira
their mother had died. They are re  tion of everybody. To cap the climax
ceiving the some devoted care that is a Christmas tree has been installed
on top of the block.
given to Poto’s own. ’

P age T hree

A n Invitation
To K nox and N eighboring Counties
R ockland Invites You T o V isit Her Busi
ness Section, Now G ay In Holiday D ress
As Never Before— O ver 8000 Colored
Bulbs and E vergreen O n E very W hite W a y
Post From R ankin Block To U pper P ark
Street A re A glow In B eauty Every E v e
ning.

Rockland Cham ber of Com m erce
(T he costs of the decorations were m et by
subscribing m erchants)

A THANKSGIVING
THOUGHT

Railroads Might H elp

This holiday brings to us a feeling of a p 
“Of course, the people of Tampa
cannot go ahead unaided and estab
preciation of the kindness with w hich
lish big air lines. I t seems to me
I the railroads should be abfc to help,
Providence has dealt w ith this com m unity
; that certain roads would find it to
during troublous times.
their interests to step in and push
this work.
“Latin America is doing better. In
Too, it brings us a new sense of appre
general, while political and economic
ciation of the loyalty and cooperation of
conditions have been in a bad way
there has lately been a distinct im
our friends and patrons.
provement, and there certainly Is a
genuine desire on the p art of Latin
American people to meet their for
It brings us new faith to serve.
eign obligations insofar as they are
able.
“In regard to Peru, th e political
situation there has beep improved
greatly by the election as president
of a strong man. Col. Sanchez Cerro,
313-319 Main Street
who often has expressed his friend
Tel. 980
Rockland
ship for the United States.
“The betterment of the economic
j situation in Peru rests almost wholly
on the world's prices for primary
products, particularly copper, silver,
cotton and sugar, which are the
principal exports of that country,
“A large part of Peru's imports
LEONARD G. JACKSON
—AT—
come from the United States, and
Leonard G. Jackson died at his ] this trade is naturally vitally af
home in Hope, Nov. 19. He was born fected by the low prices which have
in West Rockport 64 years ago, son recently ruled against Peru's exports.
of Leroy and Elizabeth (Bryant) Thus far Peru has been able to main
8 A. M. till noon—Turkey shoot a t Oakland Park.
Jackson who moved to Hope when he tain its currency on the gold basis
10 A. M —Union Thanksgiving services at the First Baptist Church,
was a small boy. He m arried Arvilla, established by Professor Kemmerer
and special services at the First Church of Christ, Scientist.
daughter of Isaac Wellman of during the early part of this year
2.30 P. M.—Football game at Community Park between Rockland
Searsmont. They w ent to Montana a t 28 gold cents per sol.”
Lima is now on the direct air line
and engaged in farm ing and cattle
Locals and Camden Locals, proceeds to be .devoted to charity.
raising. Health failing Mr. Jackson from Miami, with mail and passen
At the motion picture theatres, afternoon and evening: Strand—
Returned to Maine where he had ger service both ways twice a week.
The Panagra air line goes all the
“Touchdown," a great football picture; Park—“Morals For Women"
'since resided.
He was
wa a member of a Masonic way to Santiago, Chile, an d over the
and five fine acts of vaudeville.
M W t f i n Chelsea, Mass. A man hon- Andes to Buenos Aires. Incidentally
Eat well, but wisely.
| 'o red and
am respected by all, always there has been no serious accident
genial and courteous, he was liked on the line in the two years of its
! by old and young an d his untimely operation, which includes a 600-mlle
, death is mourned by a large circle of water stretch from Kingston, Jam ai
ca, to Columbia.
D R . G O U L D IN C O U R T
EV E R Y B O D Y O N ED G E friends.
Mr. Starrett started his career as
In their hour of deep sorrow the
clerk in the consulate a t Santiago,
V e te ra n Cam den Physician Boxing Fans W ill See the bereaved relatives have the heart aCuba,
in 1905. He later served in an
felt sympathy of the community. He
F o u n d G uilty, B ut Placed
W oolw ich Jack Dem psey is survived by his wife and one sis army office there and in Havana, was
WE HAVE OUR CHRISTMAS GOODS ON
ter, Mrs. George Fish of Appleton. deputy consul general a t Havana
In A ction H ere
O n Probation
from
1907
to
1913,
when
he
became
The interment was a t West Rock
DISPLAY
port, Rev. Mr. Fowle of Rockport of consul at Cartagena, Columbia. He
Dr. Elmer F. Gould of Camden was
When Young Jack Dempsey of ficiating.
later served in Canada, East Africa,
Australia, Java, Ireland and Genoa,
arraigned before Judge Walter H. Woolwich and Dynamite Lucier of
Gone to a land of pure delight.
Italy, before returning again to Latin j
_Butler
.. ...
j
j
ring can
for
Where saints Immortal reign
Wednesday
afternoon, charged Burlington,
the main Vt.,
boutstepr into
thetheAme’
Infinite day excludes th e night.
Variety Larger Than Ever and Prices Very Low
America.
And
pleasures
banish
pain.
with performing a criminal operation Legion show at Empire Theatre, Dec.
He has been absent from Tampa
A. F. D.
for nine years, and in th a t time
upon a 17-year-old girl, who formerly ; 3, the fans will see in action, and ,
there has been tremendous material
r « a « , o» on, « th , K h o t o t Bay » » » * » ■
• ■ „ > £ * « t o s o f,
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere thanks improvement here, he said.
islands.
' -Matchmaker
- •Brewer has been
"Comparing conditions here now
The State represented by County
a
time for this bout and is and for the many beautiful floral offer- with conditions in the north," he
ln
r
ROCKLAND, MAINE
to be congratulated by the fans of
said, “Florida seems to be at the
Attorney Ensign Otis, produced as I this vicinity for landing it, as both S tonpr and' fa^lly. Mre. &Susan Tro^ketV 1end
of its Period 0* depression and
witnesses the girl, herself, and Drs. boys are in demand all over the State.
North Haven.
,
' • moving upward slowly but surely.”
Neil A. Fogg and Charles D. North, : This Dempsey should not be con
who attended the girl at Knox Hospi- founded with the boxer of the same
x
name who came here recently from
tai five days after the alleged at- Waterville. The leather pusher who
HOME TOWN HAL
By Gregory’s
tempted abortion. The respondent ’ js coming here next week hails from
Wks represented by J. H. Montgom-1Woolwich, and has met and beaten
-N O "B U T
I’ U , N E B O
'WELL T H A T W N ' T "
ery, president of the Knox Bar. The E°me of the toughest guys who ever
i stepped into the ring.
•BE
E X P E N S IV E I F ft
O U T F IT T O
defense offered no witnesses, content-1 gukeforth and Wilson are also
YOU G E T I T
AT“
F IT
N 1Y C O R P U L E N T
ing itself with Mr. Montgomery's carded for six rounds, and everybody ,
tt- t
F lG r V R E ! knows that they always see some
argument.
thing doing when Sukie and Al are
Judge Butler found Dr. Gould in there. Three good prelims will i
guilty, fined him $100 and costs and start the bill.
■Pft&s Y O U P . P U ftT V !
sentenced him to eight months in jail.
W IT H T H E B O W L E R S
The jail sentence was suspended and
Dr. Gould, who is 76, was placed on
Kickapoo and B urpees W in
probation.
League C ontests — The
An indictment was found against
him by the November grand jury but
Star A lley C om petition
was found defective, and quashed.
Tuesday night at the Recreation
alleys there were two league battles,
A Boy Scout court of honor will be which found the Kickapoo defeating
held in the Congregational vestry Thomaston while Burpee Furniture
Friday night. Robert Allen of Troop was doing sad things to the Texacos.
6 comes' up for the silver palm, and
Scores did not run high in the
m erit badges, first class, will be ftrst game. Drinkwater getting away
awarded.
with first prize on a total of 294.
Hinckley had high string. 110. The
The, holiday street decorations are j summary.
now ablaze nightly, over 8000 colored ' „ , ^ lckaP?°7'I?°ga *' „266'_ P icker~?.'
electric light bulbs being in use to
SukefoJd1?; 2 J6; ,^?Ian’ 258’
make the most ambitious program Drinkwater, -94; total. 1343.
D.
along th a t line yet attempted. The ■ Thomaston-Smalley
292
work extends from Rankin block A o u n g ,-63. H inckley,-71, R Young,
through Main to and including The 232; Delano 261; total, 1319.
New Rockland business section of . Neither did the pins fall too easily
100 Per C ent
Park street. The White Way poles ! n. t,h% ° ',’er gamc' FoJ ^ u 109 and
have been decorated with greenery t° tal ° { 291 carrying off the medal,
Broken lots a n d not all sizes in any one lot, b u t
by the city and the cost of the light- The summary.
7ng is defrayed by the merchants., Buipee Furniture
Lawry, _87,
doubtless
y o u ’ll find your size in one lot or the other.
No m atter from w hat price range y o u select it, the
The general scheme differs from that I Campbell, 288; Nye, 280; Gross, 267;
A ll nicely tailored and priced at a much low er price
of last year . The lights are going: Beaton. 287; total, 1409.
garm ent you b u y will be a big m oney’s w orth.
Texacos—Fogg, 291; Knight. 231; .
into use this year much earlier than
than
you
w
o
u
ld
expect.
Fabrics
that assure you w arm th and com fort.
Dwyer, 239; A. C. McLoon, 267; J.
heretofore.
>
McLoon, 241; total. 1269.
In the Thanksgiving competition at
the Star alleys the prizes were award
ed thus: C. French, 140. turkey; C.
Carr. 135, goose; V. Norton, 133.
chicken.

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

THE HOLIDAY A T A GLANCE

E. B . CROCKETT 5c & 1 0 c to $ 1 .0 0 STORE
SPECIAL VALUES FOR

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

R eversible R ugs, e a c h ..................... $ 1 .0 0
3 9 c G alvanized Tubs, e a c h ..............2 5 c

E. B. CROCKETT 5 c & 10c to $ 1 .0 0 STO R E

GREGORYS

G obble - G obble - G obble U p
T h e s e V a lu e s W hile T h e y L a st

To make your Thanksgiving Day even more thankful, we offer this week—
MEN’S A N D YOUNG M EN’S SUITS

PURE W OOL OVERCOATS

$ 1 5 .0 0 , $ 1 8 .0 0 , $ 2 0 .0 0

THANKSGIVING
SPECIALS

Roast Turkey Dinner 85c
Roast Goose Dinner, 85c
Roast Chicken Dinner 75c
PARKER’S LUNCH

Opp. Park Theatre

Rockland
142-lt
J

BANKRUPTCY NOTICE
There will be a meeting of the credi
tors of Harry Carr of Rockland, Maine,
who was adjudged bankrupt, November
21. 1931. at the County Court House in
Rockland. Maine, on the 5th day of De
cember. 1931. at ten o’clock a m.. at
which time creditors may attend, prove
their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
the bankrupt and transact such other
business ns may properly come before
said meeting.
FREMONT J. C. LITTLE,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
142*It

$ 1 5 .0 0 , $ 1 8 .0 0 , $ 2 0 .0 0 , $ 2 5 .0 9

, O ur Christmas display will be ready
im m ediately after Thanksgiving

416 MAIN STREET

G R E G O R Y ’S

ROCKLAND, ME.
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HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
54- A high Turkish
1-An artistic dance
official
7-A battle or rallying
cry
55- Severed violently
i So—Knock
12- Before
13- Specks on the
59-Dcpression of the
cornea
spirits
16- S. W. State of U S. 61-Attorney (abbr.)
(abbr.)
I63-Unit
17- A golf mound
64-Climbing plant
18- Kingdom between
66- Fish eggs
67- Character
Tibet and India
68- Searcher
19- Milk (Latin)
20- Panted
22-Roman god of war
VERTICAL
25-Printer's measure
1- Convalescent
27- Girl’s name
28- Paradise
2- Metric land measure
29- Exist
3- The sheltered side
30- Sw ift
(Naut.)
22-Pertaining to the
4- Half an em
nose
5- Dogma
6- A young dog
34- Nullify
35- A memento
7- A dish of green
36- Agent (abbr.)
herbs served with
dressing
37- Age
38- An ambassador
8- The (Fr.)
42-lnvisible
9- A liquid measure
(abbr.)
45- To earn a right to a
", reward
10- A constellation
46- A small candle
11- A hard, silver-white
48- Frefix— to
metal
14- Be wary of.
49- Exercise the right
of suffrage
15- Mourn
4,-M ineral spring (pi.) 2C-A two-masted
i
vessel
C3-Tcward

VERTICAL (Cont.)
21-W ife of Tyndareus
(Gr. Myth.)
23- A town in Nevada
24- To break suddenly
26-Mutilated
29-A dagger like
weapon attached to
a gun
11-Boy's name
33 A ruminant
»
39- Donate
40- A very small part
41- Famous fem ale
swimmer of U S.
4 2 -To remove the stop
per from
I3-Heavem y body
i-Cetnfort
4 t-A married woman
47-Any list of nam es
CO-A d vision in N. E.
Abyssinia
52-A fieshy. rr,anycelled fru.t with a
core (pi.)
57- Curious scraps of
literature
58- Fcndle
20-0ver (poet.)
61- Noah's ship
62- Part of foot
64-Credit (abbr?
CE-Musical note

The hunting party whose members
were Maurice Lenfest. James Keough
ana John Reed of Wakefield, Mass.,
and M. W. Lenfest of this place, re
turned last Thursday from 11 days'
hunting a t Masardis. each with a
fine deer. The first three named re
turned to Massachusetts Friday, well
pleased with their trip.
Mrs. Fred Cole, who has been visit
ing her friend Mrs. Carrie Lenfest.
returned to her home at Augusta
Friday.
Granville Turner shot a fine deer
this week in Liberty. So far none
have been reported shot in this towm.
F. W. Cunningham while watering
his horse one day this week met with
a painful accident by which one* leg
was badly bruised. He is able to be
about, but very lame.
M. W. Lenfest shipped a fine lot
cf poultry to Boston Saturday.
Mrs. Simon Turner of Augusta
who has been visiting Mrs. Harold
Turner has returned home.
Simon Turner and Archie Lenfest
; each have laid away an old and
faithful horse. Only a horse, but
one of man's most faithful servants
and in some cases, sadlv abused.
While deer hunting Saturday. W
A. Palmer found arbutus budded.
1and an abundance of bunchberries in
i full bloom with their yellow and
white flowers.
F. W. Cunningham and family mo
tored to Orland Sunday to call on
relatives and crossed the new bridge
between Prospect and Verona.

BURKETTVILI E

The schools in this vicinity have
closed for a Thanksgiving vacation
The Sunday School contest held
for the last six weeks has ended, the
blue side winning.
Miss Ruth Mitchell is spending the
Thanksgiving vacation with her p ar
ents hd*e.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Martz who
spent the summer here with their
parents have returned to Detroit,
Mich., accompanied by their brother
Vernon.
Melvin Jackson has returned to
his home in Waltham. Mass., after
visiting at S. B. Miller's.
Mrs. Mary Mitchell and daughter
Marion visited relatives here re
cently.
Richard Sukeforth who has been
ill for several weeks with abscesses
of the head is recovering.
Mrs. Myra Caloh picked dandelion
blossoms Nov. 10.
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Payson and
Mrs. May Robbins of East Union
called on Miss Clara MacDowell
Sunday.
Medomak Valley Grange conferred
the first and second degrees last
Saturday evening followed by lunch.
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
Deputy James Doman of East Union
was present.
SEARSMONT
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Calderwood
are receiving congratulations on the
At the Community Church next birth Nov. 19 of a daughter. Barbara
Sunday at 2 o'clock Rev. Albert I. Lois.
Oliver of Auburn, the district super
intendent, will preach. The morn
POPULATION OF INDIA
ing service will be omitted, and
Sunday School will follow the after
Census figures just published at
noon service; evening service as Simla show that India now has a
usual.
total population of 330.353.000 The
Willis Banks shot a large buck Hindu' increased 10 per cent in the
Monday morning
.
last 10 years and now number 238 Harrv Miller has rented the Bert- ?3(>000' while the Moslems increased
EiAlSlE
S IE iRiVlElS
iR'iO
ram Drummonds house occupied 13 1 P” cent du™ * th£ ? amoe1P.er‘°d
R ’ Tl E
;P S T O'jRlllElS
for several years bv William H all., now numbering 77. ,43.000. Sikhs inS l Ic 'd
1 n i s ] i | d Ie
EA ST
Mr. Miller will move his family in creased 33I per cent; Jaynes two, Budvery soon.
! dhi£ts eiSh t ard Pa— es five-______
G R O S S NECK
Mr. and Mrs. William Clinton o f , r , p * 1 I I I
■»
Mr. and Mrs. Freelon Vannah and Rockland were Sunday guests of Mr. f elt
tle re S
son Sherman of South Waldoboro, and Mrs. W. B. Bowley.
__
Mr. and Mrs. William Wotton and
While Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Dunton I
|jp f o r YOU
Miss Anne Winchenbach of Lawry v.ere motoring Sunday they saw two]
*
were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. very large cow moose one on either
An over the world Kruschen Salts
Dewey Winchenbach.
side of the road. The animals did ; is appeaung t0 girls and women who
Mr. and Mrs. John Burns of Back not seem to be frightened when the striVe for an attractive, free from fat
Cove visited Mr. .and Mrs. William
horn was sounded.
__
figure th at cannot fail to win admiraGross Friday.
Mrs. W. B. Bowley is visiting rela- ' tton.
Mrs. Melvin Genthner and two
[
tives
at
Bear
Hill,
Rockland,
for
a
I
Here’s the recipe that banishes fat
children spent the weekend with Mr.
! week.
and brings into blossom all the natuand Mrs.. Lloyd Light in Camden.
Much sympathy from . neighbors t ral attractiveness that every woman
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Waltz were in
and friends is extended to Mr. and j possesses.
Rockland one day last week.
__
_ Winchenbach
___________ Mrs. Harry Miller in the loss of their i Every morning take one-half teaMr.________
and Mrs._____
Dewey
Mrs. William Gross and Mrs. Mertie home, which was burned early Sat- spoonful of Kruschen Salts in a glass
Booth of Kaler's Corner were in Wis- i urday evening. The fire caught in iof hot water before breakfast.
the barn, burning 14 head of cattle,| Be sure and do this every morning
casset Tuesday of last week.
Mrs. Annie Delano and Mrs. Syl a horse, three pigs and 15 hens. I for “It's the little daily dose that
via Collamore of Lawry spent Fri They lost all they had stored in the i takes off the fat” and brings “that
day with their sister Mrs. Melvin cellar for winter use, also one and Kruschen feeling’' of energetic health
a half tons of fertilizer, and many j and activity that is reflected in bright
Genthner.
Miss Marjorie Gross* of Waldoboro other valuable articles. One horse eyes, clear skin, cheerful, vivacity and
spent the weekend with her grand- was saved but was quite badly Icharming figure,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William Gross, ! burned. The familywas away for : Get an 85c bottle of Kruschen
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Light and the evening and how the fire origi- ; Salts at David L. McCarty's or any
daughter and Miss Alcada Genthner nated is unknown. Mr.and M rs., drug store (lasts 4 weeks,—you must
of Camden were visitors Sunday at i Miller have a family of eight small i be satisfied with results or money
Melvin Genthner’s.
‘ children.
!back.

2 4 N a tio n s H a v e S a n c tio n e d
P ro p o s e d C a le n d a r .

Paris, France.—The year soon
will have 13 months instead of 12
if a proposal spoirsored by the
League of Nations and supported
by 24 nations goes iuto effect, ac
cording to Moses B. Gotsworth, di
rector of the International Fixed
Calendar league.
Disadvantages of the present
calendar, Cotsworth said, are due
to three undisputed defects: The
months are unequal; the month is
not an exact multiple of the week:
as the ordinary year consists of 865
days, just one day over 52 weeks,
the week days change each year to
different dates.
Several plans have been proposed
to remedy these defects, hut the
plan which is claimed to have the
most advantages and Is most prac
tical from the modern point of
view. Is the International fixed cal
endar.
The new month, which would be
inserted between Juse and July, In
order to take up the days left over
from the 28-day months, would be
called Sol.
Under the new calendar Sunday
would fall on the first, eighth, fif
teenth and twenty-second of the
mouth. The day of the week would
always Indicate the monthly date
and conversely, the monthly date
would indicate its weekday name.
The complete four weeks would
exactly quarter all months, har
monizing weekly wages and ex
penses with monthly rents and
other accounts. Each month-end
would coincide with the week-end.
Fractions of weeks at month ends
would cease. Easter could be fixed
with benefit to churches, certain
industries and schools. As there
would be 13 monthly settlements
during the year instead of 12, there
would be a faster turnover In
money and the same volume of
business could be handled with less
money, resulting in a considerable
saving in every country.

Good Hard Work Used
to Foil Breaks in Jails
Harrisburg, Pa. — Pennsylvania
prisoners are too tired to riot, ac
cording to State Welfare Secretary
John L. Hanna, who attributes
hard work for the prisoners as the
most effective deterrent on prison
outbreaks.
.
Hanna said that 87S men in four
state institutions are regularly em
ployed at trades for which they are
fitted. Others are given temporary
work or are used on construction
projects at the prisons.
While contending that overcrowd
ing has been a leading cause of
riots in other states and that Penn
sylvania temporarily faces similar
conditions pending construction of
the new Eastern penitentiary.
Hanna held the prison work pro
gram is balancing the overcrowded
condition to keep disturbances
among the prisoners to a minimum.
"Eight hours a day of healthful,
hard labor keeps a man close to
normal life and leaves him comfort
ably tired at night with little In
clination to conspire fur rioting,"
Hanna said.
“Nothing, however, can be said to
be a sure preventive.”

Ancient Log Fort Still
Stands at Woodbine, III.
Woodbine, 111. — Still standing
near here and in fair state of pres
ervation is a fort of logs, surround
ed by a stockade which the early
settlers constructed as a protec
tion against Indians led by Chief
Black Hawk one hundred years
ago.
A spring which supplied the set
tlers with water when they sought
refuge within the stronghold still
flows.
There Is a movement under way^
to rebuild the ancient structure and
utilize it as a museum. The fort
is probably the last relic of the
kind in existence In the Middle
West,

Kitten Wins Battle
With Mountain Beaver
Seattle. Wash.—Bluebell. Maltese
kitten was always regarded as a
great hunter, but her roaster
thought her ability extended only
to the capture of rats and mice.
Then one day she disappeared,
and her owner found her at the
bottom of an old dry well, 40 feet
deep. Beside her was a dead moun
tain beaver. The kitten appeared
none the worse for wear when
pulled out.
Condition of the beaver’s body In
dicated that the two had encaged In
a desperate fight before falling into
the well.

Prisoner Paints Desert
Scenes on Jail Walls

a

w ith,

CH
P rin tin g m ust have a "w allo p ’ to it to gain a favorable impression
these days. It m u st be qu ality th ro u g h a n d through— the sort that
com m ands attention at all times.
W e know prin tin g — for th a t's our business— and it’s your business
to get the best at the low est possible prices, consistent w ith such
q u ality .
W h e n ev e r you’re in the m arket let us figure with you.

QUICK RELIEF FROM
CONSTIPATION

13-MONTH YEAR IS
GAINING APPROVAL

El Centro, Calif.—No longer will
Sheriff George L. Campbell have to
purchase pictures for his walls.
Capturing Charley Wrench, the
sheriff Incarcerated him In the
county Jail, where Wrench, to pass
the spare time, painted scenes of
the desert.
Ob his office wall the sheriff now
has a realistic depiction of a typi
cal desert seen? with rocks, brush,
hills and ocatillo and cacti in evi
dence.

Youth Uses California
Incinerator for Home
Ontario, Calif.—John OUntworth,
office building janitor, admitted he
“got an awful jolt” when he opened
the door of a large incinerator be
hind the building and saw before
him two brown, bare legs. Investi
gation revealed a sleepy eighteenyear-old youth who, when pulled
out, explained he had spent several
nights there for lack of any other
place.

By DOROTHY DOUGLAS

That is the joyful cry of thousands
since Dr. Edwards produced Olive

NORTH HAVEN

The breath of summer lingers in
the autumn air and one continues to
pick nasturtiums, calendulas, petu
nias and dandelions.
\
The five boys who attended the
Boys' Conference at Augusta report
a great time. They returned on ’.he
plane Monday morning. Next Sun
day night at the church they will re
port their trip and experiences.
Clarence Waterman, Parker Stope
and Parker, Jr., have joined the
hunters in the woods of Maine.
Mrs. Etta Noyes was a visitor In
North Haven Friday and Saturday.
She was a guest at the Lodge.
There was a fine attendance at the
services Sunday.
• • •• •

OTHIXG could have been sim2 ’ pier than the original error
Tablets, the substitute for calomel.
made by the newspaper man who
Dr. Edwards, a practicing physi
had the stand at the corner of
cian for 20 years, and calomel's oldBroadway In the seventies. He had
time enemy, discovered the formula
confused two of the books ordered
for Olive Tablets while treating pa
by patrons and delivered them that
tients for chronic constipation and
morning to the wrong apartments.
torpid livers.
Nancy Cromer received a recent
Olive Tablets do not contain calo
novel entitled, “Heartstrings” In
mel, just a healing, soothing vegetable
place of “Ever Ready” and Owen
laxative sate and pleasant.
Stanley got the latter instead of the
No griping is the "keynote” of these
former.
little sugar-coated, olive-colored tab
And Nancy, being an omnivorous
lets. They help cause the bowels and
render, decided to gobble up as
Mrs. Almira A. Dyer
liver to act normally. They never
much of "Heartstrings” as she could
force them to unnatural action.
After
an illness of more than seven
before the mistake was rectified.
If you have a "dark brown mouth”
The plot unfolding was fearfully ex months AlmiAi Arey, wife of Henry
—bad breath—a dull, tired feeling—
citing and the book Itself was a W. Dyer died at her home Friday af
sick headache—torpid liver—consti
gem of the binding a r t Ex ternoon. With her at the time of her
pation, you should find quick, sure
quisite mauve leather with letter death was her husband whose a t
and pleasant results from one or two
ings in old silver. The author was tention and care has been ceaseless,
of Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets.
a new one even to Nancy’s well- her foster-daughter, Mrs. Monte
Thousands take them every night
posted brain. She couldn’t recall Stone, and Albra. whose thoughtful
to keep right. Try them. 15c, 30c, 60c.
having read anything by Owen and loving care have been incessant.
Stanley, and knew It must be a Mrs. Dyer was 73 years of age, born
in North Haven, in the Crabtree
first attempt.
“Stanley—Owen Stanley, you’ve house at the Point. Aug 4. 1858,' the
got a small fortune and a reputa daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walden G.
tion in ‘Heartstrings,’ ” she thought. Crockett. At 17 she was married to I
“Espeeclally if one Nancy Croiner Henry Dyer. For many years their j
can persuade you to let her do the home was made in the house oc-1
scenario for the films." Nancy was cupied at the time of her death. Be- ,
not really conceited, but she knew sides her husband Mrs. Dyer is sur- {
By N E L L IE M A X W E L L
her value as a writer. Her first vived by Mrs. Susan Crockett, a sister
two scenarios were undoubted suc and her daughter Mrs. Stone. Prayer
was offered at the home at noon
cesses.
The thing th a t m akes a fellow
And Owen Stanley, a trifle an Monday. Services at the church were ,
feel
noyed that the mistake had been held at 2 o'clock conducted bf Rev.
Some better, when he’s “down
made, wrapped up “Ever Ready” Henry F. Huse. There were many
and out’’
and took it back to the book stand. beautiful flowers. Burial was in th e ;
Is Just a little lau g h te r real
I The lovely volume he had espe Brown cemetery. The pallbearers were
And seeing sm iling folks
about
cially bound was to be presented John Crockett. Hanson Crockett,
—Jam es E. H ungerford.
to Cora Masters, the young lady Pierce Crockett and Herman Crock- j
who he hoped would accept him ett.
Seasoning an d F la v o rin g
now that he had promise of being
"WE’RE SITTING PRETTY"
successful.
’ I 'H E most delightful dish other“You could get your own book
-*■ wise, may be ruined by the ad
If you just call at No. 19,” the book So Writes McGuffie Discuss'ng
Granite Conditions Around Ston
dition of a bit too much or a bit
man informed Stanley, "I’m sorry
ington
too little of just the right season
I mixed them up."
ing or flavor. Browning was not
And Stanley, because he really
Writes Alex. McGuffie. sqgretary of
using It in this connection, but how
Wanted to see his brain child In its
the Stonington Quarry Workers'
well the couplet expresses just the
mauve raiment, decided to stop and
idea of well-seasoned foods:
ask for i t He also took along the Union:
“I am glad io say that business in
other book.
Oh, the little more and how much
Nancy opened the door herself, this town is good. I may say that it
It Is!
is very good compared to other
the volume still in her hand.
And the little less, and w hat
worlds aw ay!
“Oh, dear,” she said, when she places.
caught sight of the book In her
“The Deer Island company has a
Success In cookery depends upon
caller’s hand, "I was hoping I could large job and are starting to work on
the nice taste of the cook In the
have finished this story before any it. It is the Triborough bridge of
adding of seasoning, spice or fla
one came to get It, I couldn’t New York. I understand that it is"
voring, without which the food is
sleep a wink if 1 didn’t know how somewhere around a half million dol
zestless and flat Here are a few
It ends.”'
lar job and will last about one year.
hints gleaned from various sources
“It must be an extraordinarily
They have, as near as I can tell,
which will be suggestive when
good
tale,”
he
said.
about four gangs of cutters working
serving these familiar dishes. A
“It’s one of tl\e best Eve read
and three gangs of quarrymen and
mere trace of nutmeg added to
for ages,” Nancy told him.
those are the lucky men because
fresh lima beans improves them. A
“Well—I don’t want to be respon there are about twice as many meh
trifle more may be added to the dry
sible for your losing sleep,” said
trying to get a job here. I wish it was
ones. And a small piece of mace
Stanley. “How long will it take
so that I could tell everybody that
to panned or creamed oysters. Re
you to finish IL Shall 1 be back was out of a job to come along but
move It before serving. Add both
at five?”
I can't do it. As you know, there is
ginger and mustard to Boston
“Oh,” breathed Nancy gratefully. a limit to the number of men any
baked beans. Ginger for zest, mus
“It’s too good of you. I will give quarry can handle and there has been
tard for flavor. The ginger takes
you a cup of tea and toasted muf quite a few men come here looking
the place of pepper.
fins when you come ”
for work who did not get it.
Drop a small piece of cinnamon
Stanley grinned his thanks and
“The stone on this bridge is about
In the oatmeal while cooking. Re
went off. His footsteps were light. as large as I have ever seen fo r’ft
move this so that no one will dis
Such praise as had been his was bridge job. There are about 140 of
cover what makes It taste so good.
worth any amount of advertising.
the stones going into this job that
Add a bit of grated lemon rind to
Somehow his heart beat less stren
weigh 20 tons and more.
the mush that is to be fried for
uously in the direction of Cora.
“The company is having a new
breakfast
He had a bite of lunch, and went
loco come in. I have heard, and it
Grated orange peel or the pre
back to his rooms.
sure will be tested because things
served skin added to ginger bread
His telephone rang.
are certainly moving along here
makes a most delectable flavor;
“Is this Mr. Stanley,” came a There'are 100.000 feet of stone In this
add it to a spiced cake- or enrrant
very nice feminine voice. “I am
iob (quite a little Job in any man's
or raisin loaf flavored with lemon
Nancy Cromer and would like to
town), so if. Old Man Winter will
extract
talk
about
your
book,
’
Heart
A small bit of sugar, half a tealust be good, we are sitting prettv.
strings,’ which has come to my no We
have been going along on little
spoonful or less added to all vege
tice
in
rather
unusual
circum
tables while cooking will Improve
iobs here for some time but, as I
stances. I was wondering if you
the flavor, also It improves soups;
have said many times before, the
have placed the film rights?’
roasts are given a more appetizing
auarries here were made for big un
“Well,
not
exactly—though
there
brown.
dertakings and this is a real job but
are
some
dickerings
going
on.”
A pinch of salt Improves almost
we can swing it and then some.
"I
do
so
want
to
make
the
scena
any food, custards, applesauce, and
“The John L. Goss job is going
rio—It’s
the
chance
of
m.v
life.
I’ve
other stewed fruits. Add a few
along at a prettv good pace too. I
done
two—’Tiger's
Teeth’
and
‘Shal
grains of salt to cocoa, coffee and
low Hearts’—and they’ve both gone was told that they had a small bridge
chocolate for cake filling, to fudge
but were in no hurry for it until next
well."
and to icings as well as all forms
year some time. They have been
"That’s
rather
a
tall
order,
con
of candy. When butter Is not used
running their gang-saws two shifts
sidering
1
don’t
know
you.”
more salt will he needed. Adding
for a good part of th e summer but the
“I
was
hoping,”
suggested
the
salt to conked fruits will save on
rush is over now and they are back
girl,
“that
you
could
come
over
and
sugar, for salt brings out sweet
get acquainted with me. “I don’t on one shi^. There are somewhere
ness.
♦
live far away—just at No. 19 on around 60 men employed there but/J
( © . 1931. W e s te rn N e w s p a p e r U n io n . 1
don’t think th a t they are putting anv
your street.”
It didn’t take a Napoleonic brain more on at present. I just want to
to figure out that the girl to whom add a little warning here—If any
his book had been delivered by mis one comes this way—don’t forget,
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE take and this fair one at the tele your card.
"Well, we will soon have Thanks-,
phone were one and the same. He
had a sudden and definite feeling giving Day with us again and we ckrthat he would never propose to tainly have a lot to be thankful for—
plenty of work and good pav for it,
Cora.
How different from a whole lot of
“I could run over about five,” be
other places. While we here will be
said and smiled to himself.
having turkey Thanksgiving Day.
“Oh dear, I have an engagement what about the other fellow—what
at five. Could you come about five- will he be having? Next time you
thirty?”
stop to kick about conditions, just
Stanley agreed, pleased that she bring that to mind—what about the
desired to have her tea alone with other fellow?”
the man who had asked her for the
return of his book.
GOOD CHAUFFEUR’S CODE
They had a splendid tea time,
Drive prudently and carefully;
chatting about things in general,
Learn and observe the rules of the
but mostly finding one another de road;
cidedly the very nicest person In
Respect the rights of others;
the world. And not having thought
Show the same courtesy on the
about names or anything so com road as at home;
monplace Stanley took his depar
Drive straight ahead without run
ture promptly at five-thirty with ning in zigzags;
his mauve-bound book in his pocket
Signal when about to stop or turn;
Signal every time when leaving the
it
nf
?
14
He went down in the elevator
then dashed up the stairs again so sidewalk;
Stop at all level crossings which are
3d*
47
as not to be a minute late for his
not protected, change speed and pro
live-thirty appointment.
3| j i 3 l • J J
Opening the door Nancy smiled. ceed if road is clear;
Anticipate and prevent accidents;
40*
" *3^
“Did you forget anything?” she
Be careful for one’s own sake and
” J8 .15
asked.
•io
for the sake of others;
•41
*14
“Why, no,’’ said Stanley, “I have
Avoid passing other cars on grades
41
an engagement with Nancy Cromer and at bends in the road;
to talk over scenario rights to m.v
Always keep to the right, particu
•43
book. I suppose you don’t want to larly at the top of a grade and at
3
break
IL”
And
he
stepped
In,
6 .4
bends.
’*1
laughing like a young boy at his
, '7 .3 •w
45
own
foolishness.
6 * 5 ) 5 0 ^ 0 ^ .4 6
*1,
d? ,4 7
“Oh, Is It really true?" gasped
Nancy. “How lovely.”
Cora did not get the book bound
OVER T H E FENCE
In mauve.
Freddy is peering over a rather
<<2X by M c C lu re N e w r-p a p er S v n d le a tv .)
( W N l ! S e rv ic e .!
high fence. H e said he heard
such a funny noise coming from
behind the fence. But he was
Among the things which Emily
more astonished when he saw Post forgot to mention—the tactful
w hat was making the queer noise. way of asking a gangster’s daughter
I f you want to see what Freddy to go out for a ride.—Notre Dame
is looking at, take your pencil Juggler.
and join all the numbered dots
together, starting with dot num
ber one and ending w ith^dot
■ number fifty-one.

K IT C H E N
CUPBO ARD

DR. ETHEL CRIE
O stepathic Physician

T h e C o u r ie r -G a z e t te

U n w ittin g ly M ixed
th e Books

THOMASTON, MAINE
Office Phone 13G Residence Phone 83

ALSO CALLED PUNKIN

This word is correctly pronounced
Free Children’s Clinic every Saturday “pump-kin," both “p’s” being sound
morning 9-10. Continuous through- ed. It is frequently mispronounced
out the ypar. Bring children for “pum-kln," with the second “p"
Check-up.
silent.—The Pathfinder.
132-143

fcrCOUGHS
-6O4-H.2O
GENUINE HONEY6 -TAR COMPOUND

T u g f8

Don’t
neglect a COLD
istressing cold in chest or

D

throat —that so often leads to
something serious—generally responds
to good old Musterole with the first
application. Should be more effective if
used once every hour fo r five hours.
This famous blend of oil of mustard,
camphor, menthol and other helpful in
gredients brings relief naturally. Mus
terole gets action because it is a scientific
•‘counter-irritant”—not just a salve
—it penetrates and stimulates blood
circulation, helps to draw out infection
and pain. Used by millions for 20 years.
Recommended by doctors and nurses.
Keep Musterole handy—jars and tubes.
T o Mothers—M usterole is also
m ade in milder form for babies
an d small children. Ask for Chil
dren’s Musterole.

n

F o r th e P e o p le ”
A g reat, m o d e r n h o te l
located "just a s te p from
B ro a d w a y ." A d jo in in g
countless theatres, railroad
te r m in a ls , p i e r s , s h o p 
ping and business c e n te a .

1400

R O O M S

Each with B a th (T u b and
Shower] Servidor and Radio

DAILY KATES
SINGLE *3.00, *3.50, *4.00
DOUBLE *4.00, $5.00, *6.00

■

The I W HOTEL

SLSNCOLN
44th

to

45th St. at 8th Ave.—New York
ROY MOULTON. M a n n e r

RADIO SERVICE
All Makes of Radios
Any Time
AnyWhere

Sparton R adios
L. C. BUSSELL
TEL. THOMASTON 57-12
128-tf
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
»
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30
A M Stonington 6.25. North Haven 725.
Vlnalhaven 8 15. due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.30,
Return—Leaves Rockland a t 1.30 P. M.,
Vlnalhaven 2 45. North Haven 3 30. Ston
ington at 4 40; due to arrive at Swan's
Island about 6 00 P. M.
B. H. STINSON. General Agent.
140-tf

n W

- .;
AR S

Sea View Garage, Inc.
689 MAIN ST.

TEL, 1250

ROCKLAND
56-tf

DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
D E N T IS T
302 Main St. Tel. 915-M

Rockland

139*60

// VZ/ZWtf /W/f/
► E M B A L M IN G S
MOTOR AMBUIANCI
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Tel. 450

781-1

B U R P E E ’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

Every-O ther-D ay
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lobsters by plane. If the experi
ment proves successful it will prob
ably be adopted on a large scale
during special seasons. Vnder the
old method the crustaceans were
packed in ice and seaweed and
Oliver of Bath and Mrs. Hazen J. brought in by rail or fast steamer.
Fowler of Waterville as general The result of the passage of many
assistants. All work is done by ap hours on the lobsters packed in ice,
pointment and the phone is 898. i were not good and did not pay.
Miss Laney stresses the fact that the Under the new plan there is no loss
Parisian Beauty Salon uses the and all the lobsters arrive in good
genuine Frederic’s Vita Tonic, condition because only three hours
elapse between Nova Scotia and
wave.

P arisian B eauty Salon O ffers C om plete and
Efficient Service — Miss Laney Is a
Specialist on “F red eric’s” W aving

With our ability to handle
your car expertly you’ll be
agreeably surprised to learn
how cheaply a good job can be
done within a reasonable time.

KNOX COUNTY M O TOR SALES C O .
SALES

PHONES 333—334

M IC K Y

&

H IS

©

V

ROCKLAND

W ith the addition of the well
known and picturesque “ Log Cabin
Filling Station” on Park street
Thurston Oil Co. makes another
rapid forward stride in its program
of expansion. The new station,
modern in every respect, handles of
course Pan Am gasoline and uses
Pan Am oil and greases in its serv
ice department. It is prepared to
render complete greasing service in
all makes of cars. The log cabin
station is a real log cabin though
modern in equipment as to rest
rooms, etc.
R. E. Thurston, head of T h u rs
ton Oil Co. has made rapid strides
The attractive home of the Parisi an Beauty Salon at 67 Park street, in the New Rockland business section.
in distributing Pan Am since he
. i took on the agency a few months
Above is depicted the charming Hair Dressing Academy in Port ished in pastel green with white since
Bes;def. thf
parent sta.
Park street home of the Parisian land and was later retained by the tr.mmmgs and presents an attract-, ti()n „„ T ;,lson avenue wherp m().
Beauty Salon, one of Knox Coun Academy in the capacity of in ive appearance. Its appointments t()rs are supp]ie(1 with P;ln Am
ty’s best institutions of> this type. structor. Special work followed at are comfortable and convenient, its; b((atSi aut(>mobjies and air craft,
It is located in the heart of the New the exclusive Lyons School in New equipment is modern.
•
[ tbere are Pan Am stations at the
Rockland business section at 67 York City, entrance to which is
Ihe Parisian staff does all types Cement Plant entrance, in ThomPark street and in common with all attained only with difficulty. Miss of beauty culture work, but j aston on Main street at the foot of
locations on that street has the ad L,anev spent some time as demon naturally Miss Laney makes a spe- Beechwoods street, at the A tlan
vantage of the wide thoroughfare strator for the Frederic’s permanent cialty of permanent waving, using tic Highway Garage (W . H.
and ample parking space.
wave machine manufacturers and ! the famous Frederic 3 way waving Thomas) and at the Log Cabin
The success of any beauty culture in 1930, April, opened a shop in : and rewaving machine, spiral and station on Park street. T he red
enterprise is built largely around Camden. In December of the same croquignole wind. This has proven Pan Am trucks are becoming
the head of the venture, and in this year opportunity offered to obtain a very successful feature and these familiar sights on the streets and
instance the responsibility rests on quarters on Park street in this city genuine Frederic’s Vita Tonic per the powerful Pan Am gas is bethe small hut charming and efficient so she moved here. Recently the manents are very satisfactory.
coming popular with new scores of
person of Miss Marie A. Laney, present quarters were available and
During the rush season -Miss'drivers monthly.
Lanev is assisted by three operators i
. . . .
she moved there.
proprietor.
The home of the Parisian Beauty especially fitted for their work. I T he lobster industry of the counMiss Laney has devoted an in
tensive decade to the study and Salon has the advantage of an all Mrs. A. L. Tennants of New York t n is following with keen interest
practice of the art of beauty cul glass' front which gives ideal light has acted as specialist on manicur-j the work of the McLoons in pin
ture. She studied in the French ing for the work room. It is fin- ing and allied work with Miss Lena ncering importation of Canadian

MA”

T E A C H E R SEZ:-

“You can't change the spots on a leopard."
But who'd want to? I can think of lots bet
ter things to do than that—like going down
to the Studley Furniture Co. for instance
and picking out some fine home furnishings
for Gran'ma's birthday.

ST U D L E Y F U R N IT U R E C O .

COM PLETE
61 PA R K

HOME

ST.

F U R N IS H IN G S

R O C K L A N D , M A IN E

PLUMBING AND HEATING
INSTALLING— REPAIRING
Phone 956 for Q uick Dependable Service
ASK US ABOUT SPENCER AUTOMATIC HEAT

WILLIAM T . SMITH
477 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

F

r

: i

MEMORIALS

P R E S C R IP T IO N

OIL BURNER
^.

Q U IC K

LINDSEY STREET,

AUTOMOBILE ELECTRICAL SERVICE
For the small boy we have Navy Blue Chinchilla Coats, flannel
lined; sizes 2 to 6 years; price S4.98
Imitation Fur with Beret and Muff to match; color, buff; for girls
from 2 to 6 years: price S6.98
Pink, white and blue Chinchilla Coals, Wool Bonnets, fur trimmpd,
to match for the one and two year old baby
Buntings and Snuggle Rugs for the infants
Orders Taken for Hemstitching and Coats Relined

SHOP

7

1

IGNITION WORK A SPECIALTY

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Always Open Week Days
from 7 A. M. to 5 P. M.
HIGHEST QUALITY FEEDS AT
LOWEST PRICES

EVERYBODY LIKES OUR

B R E A D & PA ST R Y
Because It’s Tasty and Fresh
All Our Produets Baked Fresh
Every Day
Best Ingredients Used
DELIVERY SERVICE

S A N D N E R 'S

HOM E M ETH O DS KITCHEN
476 MAIN STREET

EXPERT

S E R V IC E

Insured and bonded

PORTLAND & ROCKLAND

110 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND

I
!

ON ALL F O U R ...W I T H

I

To those w ho have chosen oil heat

it up . . . eliminates off-feed days, constipation and
UDDER TROUBLE.

COURTEOUS SERVICE ALWAYS

G R A IN ,

FEED,

FLOUR,

SUGAR

D o You
K now

“S a v e The P ie c e s”
W e W e ld ’Em

t

It may look like a bad bump to
you . . . but don't give up so easily.
Bring it in to us, let us make it
look like it just came from the
factory.

17 WALNUT STREET,

ROCKLAND

min proof?

Telephone 585
AUTO REPAIRS
MAIN ST. ’
ROCKLAND

A re rat and ver

Afford no shelter to mites and

LAWRENCE PORTLAND CEMENT CO.
TEL. 818

ABRAM W . NYE

T hat concrete poultry houses are proof

A sk your dealer or C o u n ty A gent

A. W. MARTIN, Manager

ROCKLAND

P O U L T R Y R A IS E R S —

other parasites? Can be easily disinfected?

J. B. HAM CO.

NEW BERT’S
RESTA U RA N T
308 MAIN STREET

against fire and decay?

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

A . C. M cLOON & CO.

• • • •

r*

are assured, providing the correct fuel is used

And At 1-5th Less Cost Than Coal

FOOD YOU LIKE

TELEPHONE 1191, ROCKLAND

TEL. 1282

Larro builds heath that boosts production and holds

WE CAN SUPPLY THE CORRECT FUEL OIL

AND WAY STATIONS
Reasonable Rates
Good Service
Local and Long Distance Furniture
Moving
3 Rockland St. Rockland. Phone 1134
515 Fore St. Portland, Phone Forest 1048

GAS, OILS, GREASING

present problem of home heating and w inter health.

Ease of O peration

TEL. 250

TRUCKS DAILY BETWEEN

FISH PEDLER TRADE
A SPECIALTY

GARAGE AUTOMOBILE SERVICE

LARRO

D ependability, Efficiency, Econom y and

ROCKLAND

EASTERN M OTOR EX PRESS

WHOLESALE DEALER

W ith the approach of colder w eather comes th e ever

Mrs. Maurice Hall and son, who
ve been visiting Mrs. Hall's
ither, Mrs. William McLaughlin,
ve returned to Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Shorey will
ss Thanksgiving a t their home in
rry.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jessemen
d Mrs. Lizzie Smith have closed
sir house a t Kaler's Corner and
11 pass the winter at St. Petersburg,
a.
Fred W. Scott has been elected
airman of the official board of the
sthodist Church: H. W. Flanders,
iretary; James Steele, treasurer
d Mr. Scott and Mr. Steele cusiians of deeds.
The Lincoln County News of Nov.
, 1874 contains an interesting arti; discussing the "hard times " and
e depression of business. It says,
n all branches of production and
anufacture there is a torpor which
ems almost deathly in suspended
tality. There is a lack of faith in
.lues, an absolute destruction of
nfldence. aversion to active enterises and a repugnance to use of

D airy and P oultry F eed s

FISH AND SCALLOPS

RONALD W . MESSER

ROCKLAND

DO N’T G AM BLE
W ITH F U E L OIL!

W ALDOBORO

Elm ore and Grandins F eed s

RODNEY E. FEYLER

KEEP HER HITTING

TEL. 51

D istributors of

TEL. 378

422 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 127

CROCKETT’S BA B Y

Tel. R ockland Night I 105— 243

CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.

W. H. GLENDENNING
Telephone 502-W

3 ‘

C H IL D R E N ’S C O A T S

R ockland

Tel. R ockland, I 107

WE DELIVER

Dealers in
GRANITE AND MARBLE

j
j

{_4il

ROCKLAND

393 MAIN STREET,

H olm es St., Near B roadw ay,

CEMETERY WORK

Tower Oil Burners have made a reputation for themselves in this
locality. We also handle extra quality Range and Fuel Oil

TILLSON AVE.,

ECONOMY FLO UR & FEED C O ., Inc.

OF DISTINCTION
ROCKLAND MARBLE &
GRANITE WORKS

THURSTON OIL CO.

* * • •

These are busy days at Nyes’ Ga
rage with car owners preparing for
winter.

I

T h u rsto n Oil Co. H as T a k e n
O v er the Log C abin S ta 
tion F o r Pan-A m

IAICHREL NOLRN,^)
EX-CT.-TW0 TjGVRS
NFYfAE SIX WILD J *N’ FOUR UONS/ y
RNIfARVS OF RFRiCft J
<----- — y ----------- 7

OUR LESSON TOBFW,
CHILDREN, V4ILV"BE
«»OUT -THE w il d

• • • •

Many compliments are heard
concerning the new fen6e erected by
the Lawrence Portland Cement Co.
between its quarry property and
the highway. T h e posts are con
crete, * painted white and strung
with heavy cable.

PA N -A M P R O G R E S S

SERVICE

583 MAIN STREET

Rockland.
Much larger planes
will probably be used in the future.

ROCKLAND A S IT IS TODA K

F O R D S E R V I C E ...
By E xpert W orkm en
W ith E xpert Equipm ent

I NG

P age Five

New C ounty R oad

ROCKLAND
Aid Class Monday evening at th e ' L. Gill. She was accompanied by
capital. The bank vault is full to wood was priced at $5.50: hay, $14 to 1Methodist vestry and it proved a her mother, Mrs. W. R. Gill who Will
$15;
turkey,
18
cents
to
20
cents;
i
repletion but the needy borrower is
very instructive session. “Band spend the winter with her.
turned away empty-handed. At no overcoats for $6.50 and men's suits ages" was the subject treated, dem
Howard Weed will spend Thanks
for
$5.
time in our generation has there
onstrations of the various kinds giving with relatives at Deer Isle.
been such heavy resources of all
William Simmons is visiting rela
i being given. The new manuals were
classes of labor standing idle in the
ROCKPORT
tives a t Sargentville.
I used for the first time.
market-place.” This same issue of
Miss Florence Dunlop isl visiting
Several from here motored up the
the News contains the information
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Bowers went ! Lne Sunday and enjoyed the thrill her mother Mrs. Roy Jackson, in
th a t there was a heavy snow-fall on to Portland Monday where Mr. 1of driving over the new bridge at Belfast.
Nov. 20 and that the Medomak was Bowers received medical treatment, Bucksport.
Miss Nancy Griffin of Boston is
frozen over to Storer's wharf on the returning home that night.
spending the holiday with her
i
While
the
majority
of
the
searchrig h t of Nov. 24. In an account of
Harold Graffam returned Satur
mother, Mrs. Julia K. Griffin. Eaton
Lincoln County Court proceedings day from Connecticut where he has ! ers for Maurice Poland have re avenue.
turned home from the Maine woods
the paper gives the following list of j been spending several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Emery and
a few remain there hoping that some
efficers presiding: J. Dickerson,
Owing to the inclement weather tangible clue may be discovered as son of Bar Harbor and Miss Barbara
Judge; James E. Morse, sheriff; Wil
Saturday morning the Boy Scout j to his whereabouts. The search will Emery of Boston University are
liam H. Hilton, county attorney; 'plans
for the day were somewhat Jbe continued until snow falls un- spending a few days with Mrs. Em
George B. Sawyer, clerk; Miss Abbie
ery’s sister, Miss M. E. Bartlett.
Pulsifer, stenographer; Rev. W. H. changed. Instead of a hike they ad i less he is discovered previous to th at
Miss Lena Ames has returned to
Bolster, chaplain. I t is interesting journed to the High School grounds 1time.
Boston after a visit with her parents,
to note that the county attorney of : and played basketball with teams
Postmaster and Mrs. Leslie D. Ames.
57 years ago was the father of the composed of their own members,
C A M D EN
present incumbent, Weston M. Hil j Mr. and Mrs. George F. Vaughan
N ew p ort H o sp ita l S ch o o l
ton.' In the advertising columns are (left this morning to spend Thanks
lo r N u rses, N ew p o rt, R. I.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bucklin have
to be found many surprises. J. Tyler giving with relatives in Boston.
HTAKE your trqjning in New
from Belgrade Lakes where
x England. Fine old school,
Qay was selling flour at $8 per ! The Johnson Society meets this returned
they spent a few days at Holbrook
accredited in New York and
bkrrel while the present price is $4 i evening a t the Methodist vestry.
Rhode Island. Attractive loca
to $6. Shawls were advertised by N. I Poster York was taken Tuesday Farm.
tion, beautiful Nurses’ Home.
Mrs. Guy Blood has returned to
"All departments, including pub
Winslow & Sons for $6.50 to $45 and morhing to Bangor where he will
lic health.
Full hi<;h school
her home in Roslindale, Mass., after
the present generation hardly knows receive treatment.
required.
W rite/or catalog.
A large number attended the First a visit with h er sister Miss Harriet
the meaning of the name. Hard

UNION
Dr. Edric Plumer of Boston spent
the weekend with his parents, Dr.
and Mrs.. H. H. Plumer.
The high school held a Thanksgiv
ing dance a t East Union G range hall
Wednesday evening.
Mrs. Edith Cameron is visiting
friends in town.
Charles, four-year-old son of Mr.
and Mrs. William Burns has been
i taken to the Children's Hospital in
Portland for treatment. Mrs. Burns
i; remaining in Portland to be near
him.
MRS. CORA E. STEPHENS

Mrs. Cora E. Stephens. 66. widow ol
Dr. Silas Stephens of Woolwich died
at her home in that town Saturday.
She was born in Thomaston, daughter
of Henry and Clarrissa Hilton and
had lived in Woolwich 29 years.
She is survived by one daughter, Mrs.
Marjorie Brodie of Rockport; by two
sons. Herbert and John Stephens of
Woolwich, by two brothers. H.N.
Hilton of Warren and Linley Hilton
of Waterville; by two sisters Mrs.

R ead A b o u t T h e B u s in e s s
H o u s e s L is t e d H e r e ==T h e y
M e r it Y o u r P a t r o n g e
Emma Miller of Bath and Mrs. Flor- |
0106

the c o u r ier -gazette

~ of ®elfaf L T h e lune/ al ! Welcomes contributions from Its read-

was held Tuesday afternoon at her
late home on Dike hill, Rev. Charles
M. Tubbs of Grace Episcopal Church,
Bath officiating.
Burial was in
Green lawn cemetery, Wiscasset.

er8 upon any 8UbJect of publlc lnteregt.
Ay communications m ust be signed, al-

though signatures will be withheld upon
No a tte n tio n paid to anony
mous communications.

I request.

G ro w n in N a tu re ’s G a rd e n s

H

II

SALADA
TEA

“ Fresh from the Gardens”
In Packets and Individual Tea-Bags

807
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W ARREN

I
Mr. and Mrs. Henry V. S ta rre tt,
I Mrs. Charles Tibbetts of Rockland
was the guest Tuesday of Mrs. Cora have moved from their farm at S te r-'
ling to their place in the village for i
ICurrier.
1 Miss Alice George will leave town the winter.
Rev. Howard A. Welch went to
f Monday with Honolulu, Hawaiian
Islands, as her" objective. She will Eoston Monday to attend the com
travel to San Francisco by way of the mittee meeting of the councilors of
Canadian Pacific Railway, and there the Royal Ambassador Camp. He
was expected home Wednesday
' take steamship for her destination.
Karl Swanholm is at home from night.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wallace $nd
i Matinicus for the holiday.
! Miss Alice Collamore was hostess family were Sunday guests of Mrs.
to two tables of bridge at her home May S tarrett.
Dana Smith, Roland Starrett.
Monday evening. The players were
Mrs. Robert Libby. Misses Ruth Pills Wilder Moore and Eliwln Starrett
bury, Rebecca Robertson. Lenora Ney. who have been on a week's hunting
Eleanor Seeber. Olive Edwards. Ma trip in the Macwahoc region were
rian Starrett and Dr. Ethel Crie. The expected to return home Wednesday
M ade From
' highest scores were made by Miss
Monday evening saw a large at
I Seeber and Miss Pillsbury.
tendance a t the annual roll call night
Miss Belle Orne of Portland was of the Mystic Rebekah Lodge and
' in town Tuesday on her way to Pleas the response was gratifying.
(a p ro d u ct of G rapes)
ant Point.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Atkins of
and
Bowdoin Grafton, who has work in Camden and John Smith Fogg, Jr.,
Presque Isle, with his family will were Sunday guests of Mrs. Anne
1
spend Thanksgiving with his parents Spear.
Mr. and Mrs. Ward Grafton.
Walter Boggs of Waldoboro has
(a p ro d u ct of L em ons)
Mrs. Levi Turner. Mrs. Charles A built a chimney in Sheldon's Filling
A N A B SO L U TEL Y P U R E B A K IN G PO W D E R
Creighton. Miss Lizzie Levensaler and Station.
Miss Lucy Rokes were guests of Mrs.
Mrs. Alfred Sheldon picked a large
O f unusual stre n g th and leavening pow er
I Helen M. Smith for supper and cards bouquet of snapdragons, stocks,
! at the Knox Hotel recently.
calendulas and ladies' delight Mon
Rev. Joseph Strout wno has been day and mailed them to Mrs. Mar
J in town a few weeks, has gone to garet Spear at Newton Centre. This
is quite remarkable for November
Lynn. Mass., for the winter.
The waiting station on its journey She was able to do this in spite of
R ockland, Maine
to Beechwoods street spent Tuesday the quarantine on flowers sent from
the State because the authorities al
night at the head of Knox street.
Mrs. Mary Marden ana daughter low shipments from one quarantined
of Portland will spend Thanksgiving region to th e other.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
with Mr. and Mrs. John Hewett.
Harvey Buber were Mr. and Mis.
Mrs. Josephine Stone will have as Pearl Studley and son Vernon,
holiday guests Mr. and Mrs. Harold daughter Gloria, Mrs. Studley's
W atts and daughter of Belmont, grandmother and sister-in-law, Mrs.
Mass.
Britto and Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Miss Harriet
Levensaier will Philbrook and son Carl, all of Rock
MEN’S UNION SUITS ............................... 98c, $1.25, S130, 81.75, 82.75
spend Thanksgiving with Mr. and land.
We are selling more of these than ever before.
Mrs. Edwin S. Levensaler in Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln E. McRae
land.
MEN’S SHIRTS AND DRAWERS
75c, 1.50, S2.73
and son, and Miss Evelyn Morse of
Norman Simmons who is at work Rockland
were Sunday
dinner
All depends on th e weight and quantity of wool
at Southwest Harbor is home for the guests of Mr. and Mrs. B. E. Watts.
MEN’S FLANNEL SH IRTS ............................... SI 00, S1.25, S1.98, $3.03
: holiday.
Harry Gordon and Arthur Perry
Mrs. Mary Berg and Miss Alice are building windows in the roof of
MEN’S SWEATERS—Heavy or fancy ............. $2.00, S3.00, S5.00, S6.98
Oliver have gone to Woodfords to Fiank Davis' house.
MEN’S HEAVY WOOL OR WORKING PANTS
1spend a week with Mrs. Ora Roney.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Starrett
................................................................................. $1.50, S1.75, S3.00, S5.00
Miss Frances Forney of PennsyU and family motored to Bucksport
!
vania
was
expected
here
on
the
BOVS’ UNION SUITS
75c. S1.00
unday.
i Wednesday evening train with Miss
Mr. and Mrs. William Partridge
BOYS’ BLOUSES
50c, 75c, SI.0‘.
Katherine Creighton, whose guest accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Ar
BO VS’ SHIRTS ................................................................................. 79e, *LM
' she will be until Sunday afternoon. thur E. S tarrett went to Wiscasset
John Creighton. Douglas Walker by motor Sunday.
BOYS’ MACKINAWS
S3 00. 85.00, S8.00
ano Stephen Lavendar arrive WedServices at the Congregational
BOYS’ SHEEPSKIN COATS
S3.98
1nesday night from Brunswick to re- church will be as usual Sunday
BOVS’ PANTS ...................................................................... SI.00. SI.50. $2.09
I main until Sunday.
morning preceded by a brief service
We try to make our store a friendly one— one in which you will
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Davis and son for the children. Rev. H. I. Holt will
feel at home and that you are wanted there’. If you see a crowd in
Douglas of Rockport will dine address the young people in the eve
here, don't be frightened, but push your way in and you bet we’ll
Thursday with Mr. and Mrs. Sanford ning.
be just delighted to see vou.
Hyler.
Five tables of bridge were at play
Willis Thompson is another who Saturday evening at the Engine hall.
by good marksmanship won turkey Those having the highest score were
for his holiday dinner.
Mrs. Grace Spear, Mrs. Lottie Spear.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Webber with Mrs. Flora Peabody for ladies. Gen
Mrs. Aroline Gorwaiz and Mrs. Su- tlemen with the highest scores were
I san Strout as guests motored Tues- A. V. McIntyre. C. Frank Berry and
| day to Bucksport to view the new F. S. Wellington.
bridge.
Louis Walker of Rockland, New
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday aft England District manager for the
DO YOU KNOW?
ernoon at the home of Mrs. Susan Northwestern
Mutual
Insurance
Strout.
Ccm'pany, spoke to the Gamma Beta
“Those of us who are motorists know how much safer roads are when
Mrs. Hubert F ..Leach and son are Boys at their regular meeting Mon
they are dry. We want to put it to you how much safer the roads will
in Stonington for a week's visit with day evening on the subject, “Play
be when the drivers are dry, tco."
Mrs. John Fitzpatrick.
ing the Game." The 23 boys gave
—Dr. Somerville Hastings, Canadian Minister of Transport.
The turkey shoot Monday attract- spirited applause at the conclusion
' ed a large number and some good of this short address and the en
hits were made. Among the lucky thusiasm was so marked it is hoped
I ones were Capt. Earl Starrett and to secure speakers at different times
William Manning, duck and turkey; during th e winter. Later refresh
W. B. D. Gray and Kenneth Roes, ments were served.
two turkeys; Chester Porter. Harry
Gillis, Newell McLain, Kenneth Mar
R A Z O R V IL L E
shall. Fred Burnham and Mr. Moody
of Wadsworth street, each a turkey.
Emery Turner and Sidney Kaler
There were others whose names the
are shingling for Arthur Leigher.
correspondent did not learn.
Edmund Prescott has bought a
new radio.
V IN A L H A V E N
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hibbert, Er
Indian summer is still with us and vin Hibbert and Harold Kaler at
flcwers are blooming in many gar tended th e movies at Augusta Mon
dens. Sunday at Shore Acres, these day evening
Granville Turner was among the
varieties were picked: Stock, bachelor
buttons, sweet alyssum, marigolds, lucky ones to get a fine deer re
at
cently.
pansies and petunias.
Rev. Henry Ulmer, missionary of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Phillips are re
ceiving congratulations on the arri- the American Sunday School Union
spoke a t the Chapel Sunday giving
| val of a daughter born Nov. 22.
Friday evening a t Boy Scout hall one of his interesting illustrated
I two games of basket ball will be talks.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Vanner were
played. The Flying Demons meet the
i Whizzers. then the winning team is at Thomaston one day recently.
Mrs. Lydia Day is quite ill at pres
J to play the Nichevos. All are welI come and a small fee will be charged. ent. Carrie Mears is caring for her.
Schools here are having a week’s
A special meeting of Moses WebO u r O w n M?.ke
• ster Lodge was held Tuesday night vacation to enjoy Thanksgiving.
i and the Entered Apprentice degree Edith Overlock was in Union a few
conferred on Meredith Trefrey.
days recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Smith were in The new road between Union and
Rockland Tuesday to visit his aunt Washington is now open to travel.
C innam on, P epperm int, Molasses, C heckeibeiry
Mrs. Marietta Winslow, who is at It is a fine piece of work, making a
and CloveKnox Hospital, convalescing from a much shorter route to Rockland than
surgical operation.
before.
Mrs. Augusta Boman observed her
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Howard, W.
81st birthday Sunday. She was G Howard of Union and Edith Over
pleasantly remembered with gifts lock attended the funeral of Mrs.
which included a large bouquet of Adell Howard Bruce at Augusta re
yellow chrysanthemums.
cently.
Mrs. Hiram Arey of- Rockland is
Mr. Brown of Waldoboro is haul
; the guest of her daughter Mrs. Ralph ing Christmas trees cut from several
I Clayter.
lots here.
Miss Celeste Carver returned Tues
Mrs. Carrie Clark has closed her
day from Bates College to spend the house and is visiting her daughter
holiday with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Humes at Stickney’s
Mrs. E. G. Carver.
Corner.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Lane, have re
At the stated meeting of O.E.S.
turned from a 10-days’ visit in Bos last week, degrees were conferred on
ton.
cne candidate. Arbutus Chapter of
There will be a Thanksgiving pro Liberty were the guests of the eve
gram Friday night at the Latter Day ning.
Saints Church.
Mrs. L. P. Jones suffered an ill
Clyde Orcutt returned Tuesday tum Sunday. Dr. Pierpont was in
from Rockland.
attendance.
C. F. Grimes left Tuesday for
Miss M artha Johnston of Colby
Wellesley, Mass., to spend Thanksgiv College spent the weekend and
ing with relatives.
Thanksgiving with her parents at
Miss Ruth Ross left Tuesday for a Washington.
visit with her sister Miss Lillian Ross
of Quincy, Mass.
Robert Barton. Raymond Alley,
Mrs. Ruby Calder returned Tues gess.
grade five. Amy Columb, Margaret
day from Rockland.
Mrs. Katherine Coombs who has Swanson, George Headley, Frank
been the guest of her son Emil Coombs Peterson, Donald Cotter, Dorothy
expects to return to Rockland Friday Young. Dorothy Ariles, Bernard Eric
Rev. P. J. Clifford was called to son, grade six.
Not absent or tardy for month:
Detroit, Me., this week to officiate at
the funeral of an old friend, Elisha Eleanor Calderwood, Amy Columb,
Maxine Cotter, Bernard Ericson,
Robertson.
Mrs. Olive Hurd and daughter George Headley, Hollis Knowlton,
Mrs. Myra Leland and son who have Alice Nelson. Frank Peterson, Arnold
been recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Sturkes, Margaret Swanson, Dorothy
Wilbur Coombs have returned to Young, grade six. Raymond Alley,
Francis Beckman, Louise Burgess,
South Lincoln.
Sidney Winslow was in Rockland Flora Columb. Emil Giroux, Lionel
Herbert Knowlton. Alice Nel
recently to visit his mother Mrs. Ma Giroux,
son. Eleanor Sawyer, grade five; a
rietta Winslow a t Knox Hospital.
A special picture will be shown to total of 20 out of 26 pupils.
B u y your candies here and insure freshness and
night at Memorial hall, followed by [
a masked ball with music by The . A cat fell into a milk can at a Lon
qu ality at new low prices
don station last week, but was for
Fakers.
tunately rescued by a porter from a
watery grave.—Humorist ILondon).
School Notes
Honor roll for grades five and six WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
•
CONFECTIONERS
of the Washington school, Ethel copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
R o c k la n d , M e .
Young Doughty teacher. Those re home news, at the Old South News
O p p o site W aitin g Room ,
Agency. Washington St.. next Old South
ceiving rank of 95 or over: Nita Eis- Church:
also at M. Andelman s. 234 Tre
__ tier, Herbert Knowlton, Louise Bur- mont St.

A NEW PROD UCT

THREE CROW BAKING POW DER
THREE CROW

CREAM

TARTAR

CITRIC ACID

THE ATLANTIC SPICE COMPANY

A Y E R 'S

W IL L IS

-

ftY E R

THANKSGIVING

E v e ry -O th e r-D a y

In E verybody’s Colum n

HINTS

FO R SALE

FOR
THE
By ALBERT L. CLOUGH
Fitness T ests F o r O perators
Something Must Be Done To Eliminate The Unsafe Driver
THE NATION STANDS AGHAST at the terrific toil of lives taken
In motor car accidents and by the countless vases of injuries. .Both
are Increasing, despite the efforts of the public authorities who regu
late motor traffic, who seem at their wit's ends in regard t» curbing the
slaughter and maiming. It is hardly an extreme statement to say that
automobile traffic has ' gotten out of hand.” Testing of cars as to their
fitness for use, in regard to the condition of their brakes, headlights,
steering gears and the like, resorted to as a readily available expedient,
has proved of some slight benefit, but has not altered the tragic as
pect of the situation in any material degree. Everyone knows—the
“powers that be" best of all — that the all important factor in the
present critical juncture is the driver and how to weed out .the unfit
ones is a problem which is thus far unsolved. It must be solved, how
ever, before a reasonable degree of security for users of the highways
can be attained, even though highly drastic measures have to he adopted.
Some means must he devised and applied to determine the fitness of
all applicants for licenses, as to their physical qualifications and their
character, judgment and skill before they are let loose upon the road
aud this must include old drivers as well as prospective ones. How to
put this reform into effect, in a practical manner, has not yet been
determined, but the problem is receiving attention. It is being pro
posed to subject the applicant to a specialized form of examination of
the general type of the "intelligence test" in which the questions asked
are so framed by psychic experts that their answers may be expected
to throw such light on the mentality of the candidate as to enable his
fitness as an operator to be determined. How far such an examina
tion can go in connection with other more usual tests to furnish a
criterion for acceptance or rejection of an applicant is problematical,
but the proposal is at least a most interesting one.
OIL FILTER REPLACEMENT
W. Mel,. writes: There is an oil
filter on m y 1930 --------- c a r a n d I
notice from th e instruction book
th a t this should be replaced w ith '
a new one, a f te r 10,000 m iles of*
service. My c a r has just com pleted
this m ileage, b u t as engine lu b r i
cation is a p p a re n tly going on as
usual, I am w ondering if it is re ally
necessary to g et a new filter ju s t
yet. W hat is y our opinion?

| THIS
Tr
se
SEEVi
To
6 000

SHAPE.

I

l*f

Antivcr: T he m an u fa ctu re r’s re c 
om m endation to install a new filter
a t 10,000 m iles is well justified by
average experience and you w ould
probably save yourself trouble by
follow ing it. H ow ever, in instances
In w hich th e best engine oil h a s
consistently been used and it h a s
been changed frequently, th e filte r
ing m edium w ill som etim es serve
slightly longer th an this m ileage,
before it becom es too m uch o b 
structed to fun ctio n properly. If
your filter is one of the type w hich
has a pet-cock, the free escape of
oil th ro u g h it, w hen the cock is
opened a n d * th e engine w arm a n d
speeded up slightly, will indicate
th a t the filtering medium is still

porous and serving Its purpose. If
oil fails to escape or does so very
slowly, the filter should be replaced
a t once.
BADIA’ GHOLXDED LAMP
J. V. asks: W hy is it th a t both
the high and low filam ents of my
rig h t headlight b u rn distinctly
b rig h te r th an those on th e left
side? I have sw itched th e bulbs
in the two lam ps, but still th e one
on the right is b rig h te r th a n th at
on the Ivft side, w hich indicates
th a t the bulbs a re equally good.

Answer: It m ay be because the
left lam p has a high resistance
connection to ground. T h is may
be because the sta n d a rd of this
lam p or the « • k e t in to w hich it
fits, or boll, have becom e rusty
o r dirty so th a t th e re is no longer
a good m etallic c o n ta ct betw een
them .
You b e tte r d ism o u n t the
left headlam p, th o ro u g h ly clean
th e contacting p a rts o f th e lam p
su p p o rt and tighten th e fastening
device securely. If th is does not
rem ove the trouble, please w rite us
again. •

H A N D CRIM PED RIBBON, pound

SPECIAL LAMP VALUES
A n A nnouncem ent of Personal Interest To
A ll H ouseholders A s Longer E ve
nings D em and M ore Lights

Crie H ardw are C o.

CROSLEY

SITUATIONS

47c

ASSORTED KISSES, pound,

29c

1 9c, 2 9 c, 39c

“

27c

NEW MIXED NUTS, pound,

23c

SALTED PEC A N S, pound,

98c

W ALNUT M EA TS, pound,

69c

F R U IT S

29c

G RAPEFRUIT (th e b est); 4 for

25c

ORANGES (sweet Sunkist); dozen,

29c

CHISHOLM BROS.

L IT L F E L L A

30c

STUFFED D A T E S,

EMPEROR G R APES, 3 pounds,

TO LET

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

WORK wanted by the hour. MRS.
JENNIE MANK. 22 Bay View Sq. Tel
63-M.
140-142
EXPERIENCED chambermaid wants
work In city or vicinity, or housework,
no objection to children. TEL S3S-W
after 6.
140-142

CUT ROCK H A R D CANDIES, pound 19c

NEW W A LN U TS, pound,

USED PARTS for Essex cars for sale.
FREDERICK WALTZ. 165 Broadway. Tel.
392-M________
142-144
;
W ANTED
48,000 NEW TOWN EGO INCUBATOR;
hot water brooder system, capacity 1 to
6,000 chicks; MAPLECREST FARM.' W ar
ren. Tel. 6-31.__________
142-144
NURSE would like cases. Tel. 37-W. !
NORA WRIGHT. 80 Crescent St. 142*144
BLOOD WORMS for smelting. NYE'S
142-144
POSITION as chef or order cook w ant GARAGE. Tel. 585. _______
ed. Best of references. H. T. PERRY.
NEW RIVER soft lump or steam coal.
Grace St.. City
137*tf $7.75; best hard coal. $15.50. del. T1
T hom 
aston or Rockland. J. B. PAULSEN,
Thomaston. Tel. 84-2.__________ 141-143
RUG AND KNITTING YARNS for sale
by manufacturer; samples tree. H. A.
BARTLETT. Harmony. Maine.
135-146
SUNBEAM hot air furnaces for sale.
We have a carload which we are selling
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let» fine cellar. ’ at very low prices this year. A. T. NOR
132-tf
toilet, electricity, gas and furnace; extra WOOD. Warren Tel 22.
large veranda, large yard. Adults only.
Inquire 23 T STREET. City.
142-tf | HARD WOOD fitted. $12 and $14;
Junks. $12; sm all round wood, stove
SIX ROOM rent at 17 Warren St., lengths. $10; fitted soft wood. $8. O H.
newly papered and painted, garage if CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
129-tf
desired. Inquire 11 JAMES ST. Tel.
577.
141-tf
SAWED hard wood $1.75 foot. $12 cord;
$185 foot. $13 cord; sawed soft
STORE AND FIXTURES also 12 room fitted $1
foot. $8 cord. ALFRED DAVIS.
house, three-car garage to let. all in i wood.
Lovejoy
St. Tel. 1064-R,__________127-tf
fine condition, all connected. Spruce
Head Village. 75 acres land, apple or- ( FIRST QUALITY fitted hard wood,
chard, fine business opening rent low, I $12, limbs. $10; Junks. $12; long. $10;
will give lease. S. B. HASKELL. Cam fitted soft wood and slabs, $8; also lu m 
den. Tel. 2502—484.
142-tf ber^ T. J. CARROLL. Tel, 263-2:1. 132-tf
FOUR NEWLY renovated houses to let
FANCY SPRING chicken, dressed to
on Grove. Lindsey. North Main and order
delivered. 30c lb. GUY JOHN
South Main Sts. ERNEST C. DAVIS, SON, and
Lake Ave., Rockland. Tel. 930-W.
at Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
141-143
______________________________ 140-142
TWO FURNISHED apartments in the
TWO BRUNSWICK-BALKE pool tables.
La Rosa, Grove St., also modern nve
room apartment on North Main St. Excellent condition. cues. balls and
ERNEST C. DAVIS at Fuller-Cobb-Davis racks Included. Price reasonable. H. L.
______
141-143
x
142-144 BOSSA, Friendship
TENEMENT to let at 7 Broad St. All
CAMP and five acres of mueoerry land.
modern improvements, with garage. Will sell separately. Pslce right for
TEL 504-J.
141-143 quick sale Apply L. S WEAVER. Pleas
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, su it antville. Warren. Me.. Route 1. 141-143
able for family of two or three at 15
GIRL'S COAT, dark rust color, w ith
Summer St. Apply to MRS. FROST. fur collar and culls Winter weight and
Tel. 318-W.
141-tf In very good condition. Simply o u t
SMALL furnished or unfurnished grown. Size 9-year-old CALL 794-W.
_____
141-143
apartm ent to let._ on North Main St
Rent reasonable. TEL. 1088
140-142 | 1930 DODGE 8 Sedan. Fine condition
throughout.
Low
price.
H
L.
BOSSA.
FURNISHED Hat of three rooms. All
141-143
modern, fine location. Call NELSON B Friendship.
COBB or LOUISE WILLIAMS at 1142
GREEN hard wood for sale. $8 cord,
Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
140-tf fitted, $11. delivered anywhere AUGUST
141-143
FURNISHED or unfurnished a p art ELO St. George_________
ment of three rooms and bath or single
PATCHWORK quilt tops for sale Prices
rooms. All modern. Call 427-W. HILL reasonable. MISS MABEL CHAPLES.
DANE.
140-tf Luke Ave. Tel, 566-J.
141-143
TENEMENT of five rooms, garage,
1930 Willys-Knlght De Luxe Sedan:
bath. In excellent condition and clean. >1930 Wlllys Six De Luxe Sedan; 1928
ROBERT U. COLLINS. 375 Main St Dodge Senior Six. Sedan; 1928 Ford
Tel. 77.
122-tf Coach. E. O. PHILBROOK & SON. 632
140-142
TENEMENT to let cheap, electric ; Main St. Tel. 466-W.
lights, flush toilet, garage. TEL. 1016.
BREEDING R. I. Red cockerels for
136-tf sale, your choice out of 50. E. C.
139-tf
FURNISHED APARTMENT of three TEAGUE. W arren. Tel. 13-42.
rooms to let at 49 Pleasant St. Adults
EIGHT ROOM house lor sale, double
only. LILLIAN BICKNELL, 82 Llmerock garage, northern side of Llmerock St..
St.
140-142 15 mins, walk from Main St., house In
TWO furnished light housekeeping good condition; lots 98 ft. front. 132 ft.
rcoms. modern conveniences, also single deep. Reasonably priced. ERNEST C.
140-142
rooms: prices reasonable. MRS. RUTH DAVIS, at Fuller-Cobb-Davis
SMOLANDER, 7 Pleasant St.
137-142
THREE FURNISHED rooms to let for
light housekeeping, all modern. Adults I
only. M M GRIFFIN. 25 Ocean St.
137-tf 4
TENEMENT to let at 36 Mechanic St.
Inquire of MRS W. S. KENNISTON. 176
Mam St. Tel. 874-W.
123-tf
ONE FARM IN ROCKVILLE, on S tate
HOUSE of seven rooms, to let. bath, road; 170 acres, about 70 acres blue
gas and lights. MRS E. C. GRANT. 184 berries. large orchard of apples, pears,
South Main St. Tel. 526-M.
134-tf plums and cherries; 100 loot barn, hen
houses and a good home. Electric lignts,
SEVEN ROOM tenement, modern con five good wells of water and city w ater If
veniences. to let at South Main St.. $25 wanted. Borders the pond. Barn full
a month. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Paik St of hay, and straw all ready to do a going
Tel. 1080.
123-tf business. Will sell or trade for place
FOUR rooms and bath. 41 Grace St. In the city. GEORGE M SIMMONS,
Price reasonable. Apply 34 JAMES ST. 23 Tillson Ave., Rockland, Me. Tel. 4
or Tel. 206-R alter 5 p. m.
130-tf
HEATED apartment to let. modern
Improvements at 63 Park St. S. RUBEN
STEIN. Tel. 916-W.
138-tf
TO LET—5-room fiat, all modern. 23
Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT. |
240 Broadway.
132-tf 1 Keys made to order. Keys mane
FURNISHED small house to let. three
to fit locks when original keys are
rooms; also two room furnished apart
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
ment, gas. lights and toilet. FLORENCE
McLAIN. 100 Main St. Tel. 1263. 132-tf
books provide keys (or all locks
without bother.
Scissors and
DESIRABLE Main street office to let,
steam heated: furnished If desired
Knives Sharpened.
Rent reasonable. TEL 899-W.
132-tf ;
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
ONE FURNISHED and one unfurnished
aoartment to let. Inquire 12 KNOX ST
Tel. 156-W.
132-tf
TENEMENT to let. five rooms and
bath, down stairs. 16 Ocean St. PHIL 1 408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
SULIDES. opp. Strand Theatre.
132-tf ;
Telephone 791
TWO FURNISHED rooms for
9 6 -tf
housekeeping to let. E N SYLVES___
23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J. '
132-tf
SIX ROOM house to let with garage
at 191 Broadway, all modern. Tel 949
CASLON PRESS.
128-tl

39c

RIBBON C A N D Y , 2 pound box

N U T S

LOST A N D FOUND

R EA L ESTATE

CHISHOLMS

H A R D C ANDIES, lb.,

Advertisements in this column not to
exceed three lines inserted once for 25'
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi- |
tional lines five cents each for one
time. 10 cents for three times. Six words
VEGETABLES for winter. Cabbage,
make a line.
hard, good keepers. $1.50 per 100 lbs.;
turnips, tender, mild, $1 bu.; squash,
good quality. $2 per 100 lbs.; carrots.
$1.40 bu.; beets, tender and good, $1.25
, bu.; parsnips. 10 lbs. for 60c. CHATERS
GARDENS, on back road. Rockport to
t Camden, tu rn left beyond bridge. Will
deliver Tuesday and Friday mornings,
SMALL BUNCH of keys on hlnaed ring j ________________ _ _ __________12^-tf
lost; $2 reward for return to COURIERFOUR HEIFERS, three years old; oneGAZETTE office
141*143
Ford truck; 50,000 cedar sh in 
TUESDAY on Beech to Main Street, I half ton
cedar trees for your lawn; cedar
brown kid glove lost. Finder please tel. gles;
posts
any
stzi two gristmill stones. C.
303 or leave at THE COURIER-GAZETTE H PLUMMER
th e auctioneer. No. Appleoffice.
141*143 ton. Maine.
142-144

MISCELLANEOUS
W ith the advent of the long evenings and the pene
trating cold of w inter we all feel anew 'the urge to
rem ain a t home with easy chair, a good book, favorite
radio program and— highly im portant— plenty of
good lamps properly placed to add com fort and
charm .
Lam ps of all types at new low prices. See the new
Silk and Parchm ent Shades in pastel colors.

FURNITURE IS CHEAPER
Make Use of Our Easy Payment Plan To Pay As You
Enjoy

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
T elephone 980
313-319 Main Street,

R ockland, Me.

I AM now butchering hogs. L. P.
KEIZER. Rockland. Tel. 553-R. 128*143
PERSONAL. WANTED BEFORE DEC.
15th; I wish to get acquainted with an
American girl (single) between 18 and
28 years, having $175. Willing to marry
In early spring or sooner; also willing to i
start in business. Should be good-na-:
tured and love country life and o u t- ;
door sports. Preferred in Rockland o r ,
vicinity, (am 24). If interested please1
write address BOX 46, Ash Point. Me
x
142*lt!
SEE THE NEW razor hone and strop
being demonstrated at CRIE HARD
WARE CO.. 408 Main St. Sharpens all
blades; also straight razor. Satisfaction ‘
guaranteed or money refunded; 50c this
week only.
141*143
CLAIRVOYANT readings given. MRS
JENNIE MANK. 22 Bay View SqTiare
Tel. 63-M.
140*142
WILL holder of ticket 1655 Rockport
Carnival, communicate with Z. D.
HARTSHORN, Rockport, at once.
139-144
THE BRITT HOME will care for eld
erly people, invalids, convalescents, any
kind of sickness except surgical or con
tagious cases.
132-tf
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
and repair your furniture at '216 LIMEROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
132-tf
ALADDIN LAMP PART8 at all times
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO
132-tf
LADIE8--Rellable hair goods at Rorkland Hair-Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
132-tf

RADIO

COMPLETE WITH TUBES
AND TENNABOARD

E. 0 . Philbrobk & S o n
Authorized Crosley Dealer
C32 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND
137-lt

OLD FRIENDSHIPS
Are never forgotten, and old
friends will appreciate th a t
most personal gift—

YOUR PHOTOGRAPH
SERVICE & REPAIRS
ALL MAKES OF SETS

Arrange now for an early
appointment

R. W . TYLER

P illsb u ry Studio

PHONE 58-23

TEL. 593-R

ROCKLAND
138-140

Every-O ther-D ay

R ockland Courier-G azette, Thursday, N ovem ber 26, 1931
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The bridge party given by Sons of
Union Veterans Auxiliary Tuesddy
evening, with Mrs. Evie Perry as
hostess, had five tables. Among
those carrying off honors were Mrs.
I. J. Shuman, Mrs. Delia York and
Mrs. W. H. Anderson.

I

Ruth Whittemore
(By Florence Forem an Ellis of the H om e Service Department of the
Central Maine Power Company)

In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties;-musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ........................ 770 or 794-W

At The H igh School

Page S even

Gladys Sundstrom drew the short
week for office practice.

Brighten the Corner Where You Are

w

T h is Y ear A b o v e A ll Y ears

g

GIVE PRACTICAL GIFTS i

Two new clubs have recently been
oiganized, a Science Club for fresh
Christmas, like tion of how we feel in our own snug men and a French Club of which
home, is a feeling, homes than letting some of the hap- Horace Booth is president.
Different peop’e piness through to the outside by decreflect different orating our doorways, our windows
A group of sophomore girls have '
spirits. Some of our porches and yes our shrubbery been at work for a week or more re
Dr. and Mrs. N. A. Fogg have as
us
close
our
lips
if
wfe
are
fortunate
enough
to
have
pairing some of the torn school
guests for the holiday Dr. Fogg’s
Mrs. Gardner French was hostess
tightly and say ( any. A hedge bound with sm a ll,____
books Over 50 have already been
mother, Mrs. Letitia Fogg, and Mrs. to the Hatetoquitit Club Tuesday
■that
we
aren’t
go-1
multi-colored
electric
lights
extends
.
put
in good condition. How*is that
Eva MacMillan of Freeport.
evening for bridge.
ing to do one I a welcome into the very stre e t.! for school spirit?
thing this year— i Passers by feel that within the conMiss Rose O'Neil goes Friday to
well, for the chii- j fines of that hedge dwells a family
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Keller and
The senior high assembly Wednes- !
Boston where she will be the guest daughter Glenice of Milton. Mass.,
dren perhaps, b u t' who truly wants Peace on Earth Good day morning was a Thanksgiving
of friends for a short time.
th at's all. But as Will Toward Man.
I are guests of Mr. and Mrs. William
service with Rose Whitmore as lead
tim e advances a n d . House and lawn decoration i s er.
________
W. Gregory, Center street for the
Dorothy ____
Harvle and Kenneth
Capt. and Mrs. F. L. Green and holiday and weekend. Mr. and Mrs.
the Day draws i neither costly nor difficult. True i t , Oicutt gave an* interesting history of
daughter Evelyn are spending the Gregory, and daughters Edna and
near, we too, be- can be made so but not of necessity. : Thanksgiving. Bernadette Snow reholiday with Mrs. Green's parents, Ruth, and Mr. Keller and family,
come imbued with Christmas lights and decorations are I cited the poem “The First ThanksMr. and Mrs. M. D. Joyce, Deer Isle. will have a family dinner Thanksgiv
th e
Christmas 1jess expensive this year than ever|giving- and directed the girls' glee
ing with Miss Mabel Oxton and Mrs. spirit and in spite of all we have said ; before. Illuminated wreathes, elec club in the singing of a group of
we change our minds in favor of trie candles, even ordinary strings of Thanksgiving hymns.
Capt. and Mrs. Bryant Moore and Nellie A. Perry a t Rockville.
Christmas. Against our wills we are colored lights, serve their purpose
children of Fort Williams qre to
spend Thanksgiving with Mr. and
Miss Bertha McIntosh entertained drawn into the vortex an d find our- 1beautifully. With the proper spirit
The name of Helen Davis on the
Mrs. G. A. Lawrence, Beech street.
a t bridge Tuesday evening at her selves shopping in true Christmas I such decoration should be a labor of honor roll should have been under
fashion
with
certain
friends
in
mind.
|
iove
home on North Main street. There
“nothing below B“ and Fletcher
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Stanley, Miss j were four tables, and honors were i
' ln sm?U- towns like ° “r own ?on?‘ *»<">»
irt
Brown u»u
had ■
4. A’s uukou
instead tu
of uthree
Edith Stanley and Lewis Stanley of won by Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Martin. «
o PP
a" d
a
J
‘a as l!st? d; With 400 rank cards to 1
drive or walk about the streets and classified two mistakes still leave
Farmington, are to be guests of Mr. ; Decorations and refreshments rc- jn„b .
and Mrs. A. J. Murray. Talbot avenue, fleeted the Thanksgiving season ar- lnclude the whoIe world in °ur °'*n look at the various decorations and the errors not over one-tenth of one
happiness.
we thrill to the beauty and originali percent.
tistically.
for the holiday.
• * ♦*
* » * •
ty of some that we see.
Why not? Now', when “hard times'1 There are probably a great many
Interest in reading Goldsmith's
Capt. and Mrs. Fred C. Lindsey
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Dun ton,
are upon us we try desperately hard to hearts—children’s and grown ups’
daughter Margaret and son Robert, are at Korea for the holiday and keep in a happy state of mind be alike—that are brightened at the “She Stoops To Conquer" in the
Junior classes continues to the point
are in Northeast Harbor for Thanks weekend, guests of relatives.
cause we know that helps. When we lighted tree we have in our yard or where two groups of students are
giving.
the
wreath
in
our
doorway.
We
all
are
hapspy
inside
we
smile
and
per
earnestly a t work on the idea of
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Wilson of
haps the passing world is brightened of us respond to color and beauty and writing and producing their own cne
Beautifully
A t O ur
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Thurston are Thomaston and Mrs. Arthur Marsh a little more than if we turned to it brightness.
ac; play. Their teacher, Mrs. C ar
to spend Thanksgiving with Mrs. and brother Charles Thornton, mo a grim, cold face.
Reduced
Fur
Trimmed
This
year
that
is
our
job.
Broaden
rillo. reports that they hope to have
Thurston's parents, Mr. and Mrs. tored to Bath Sunday where thev
So it is with our houses at Christ the Christmas spirit and perhaps the project ready for their "public"
Winter
Prices
called
on
relatives
of
Mr.
Thornton
Henry P. White in Farmington.
m as time. If we leave them dark and help uplift the lowered spirit of some shortly after Christmas.
and Mrs. Marsh.
x
gloomy, we aren't aiding much toward neighbor by taking an active interest
* ** *
Members of the Thimble Club and r Members of the Nitsumsosum Club the general Christmas spirit. What in making our own community a bril
The majority vote of the schools
husbands were delightfully enter and husbands were entertained at could be a more fitting manifesta- liant one throughout.
participating has determined the
tained Monday evening for picnic supper and bridge Monday evening
question for the debates of the Bow
A t Less
Newest
supper by Mr. and Mrs. George L. by Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Munsey,
A B O LISH IN G W A R
power,” says Mr Canton ’who has doin Interscholastic League to be: &
T h a n J a n u a ry
St. Clair a t their Crescent Beach cot Summer street.
Styles
_____
conceived a plan of destruction so "Resolved: T hat Maine Should Ex
tage. Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Allen were
Li
.
D
, V71
, v, dreadful in its execution as to make port Its Surplus Water Power.” The
Prices
Silk or Wool
special guests.
Mrs. G. F. Blood who has been the Mere is a Keason W hy We the very contemplation of war a Rockland team meets Bangor, its
, guest of her sister* Mrs. C. O. Perry,
first opponent, December 18. Try £
i * SuffAr spine-chilling horror.
M ust Do So D
v>r o u n e r
Mr Canton's fanciful, but practl- outs for the speaking positions on
Miss Caroline Stanley is to enter ' Masonic street, has returned to Roscable invention, is called “Glass the squad are now in progress.
tain the Methebesec Club Friday a ft 1 lindale, Mass. She was accompanE xterm ioation
Snow.” I t is made by spraying
ernoon at the home of Mrs. Elonia ! ied by Mrs. Perry and mother, Mrs.
The last rose of summer proves it- II
Tuttle, Broadway. Mrs. Vivian Hew W. R. Gill of Camden. Mrs. Gill is
A plan to abolish war, so horrible molten glass under high pressure
ett as leader will conduct a “Scotch j to make an extended visit with Mrs. in its contemplation an d so far- through very small holes into a self a beautiful, red reality in the
Blood, but Mrs. Perry returns the reaching in its effects as to make of vacuum chamber. As the particles I midst of other specimens such as
Afternoon."
’ last of the week.
war a dead industry, has been de- come through the nozzle they ex- ! hair bell, phlox, petunias, daisies,
vised by Canton, noted inventor, plode and fall into cooling liquid I bachelors' buttons and mallows comDr. and Mrs. A. W. Foss are in
Miss
Faye
Coburn
has
returned
to
i who has for many years been iden- where they solidify. These particles ! ing from the Bancroft Training
Boston for Thanksgiving.
Vinalhaven after visiting Mrs. Min tiffed with developments in the eiec- about the size of snow-flakes, each school gardens this week as a “boutrical and refrigeration fields. The with several sharp cutting edges to qUet for the teacher." The superinThirty-two members of the Junior nie Roberts, Maple street.
Y.P.C.U. gathered at the Universalist
details of the idea, which is quite penetrate the skin and flesh, are tendent's daughter, Mary Foster, reMrs.
Blanche
Curry
of
Lakehurst,
vestry Saturday evening for a jolly
simple to execute, have already been then dipped in a deadly poison or i grets the fact th a t two other rose
forejgn governments, and to bacteria.
i buds almost in bloom were stolen
social. Miss Katherine Carswell was N. J., is in the city, tailed by the sen- i s(.nt
Dropped over a city from aero- j while they were being carefully chera special guest and directed games, I ous ^lness
her father. Arthur W 1epresentatives of Peace Societies
planes, a blizzard of “Glass Snow" j jshed by her father for further long
assisted bv
by Mrs. RalDh
Ralph C. Wentworth McCurdy, who is a t Knox Hospita.. all over the world.
at the piano. Refreshments were
Armistice Day, set aside to com would not only annihilate most of I life, records,
Mrs. R. G. Foss of New York is memorate the conclusion of the war the Population in a few hours, b u t 1
• » »»
served. Mrs. E. L. Toner and Miss
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. to end war, finds Jap an and China would also make the city uninhabit- | Twenty-four members and guests
Evelyn Sherer chaperoned.
Charles G. Davis, 22 Lisle street.
locked in conflict to establish con- | ad' e ^01 months as the flakes would of . the high school faculty spent a
>»■
H
t!0- over Manchuria; Russia may be continue to be blown about by each very enjoyable evening at the Copper j
Browne Club is to meet Friday eve
THE STORE THAT SAVES YOU MONEY
Miss Doris Coltart will arrive to- forced iQto the d
and Amerj. fresh gust of wind
There is no ■Kettle Tuesday. A savory oyster supning a t 7.30 a t the home of Mrs.
I
night
from
Gorham
Normal
School
can
Italian
and
Prench
t
s
are
known
defense
against
their
deadly
per
was
followed
by
an
illustrated
M
Pauline Pierce, Birch street.
tn
fhp ’TbflnkSPrivmCp
■
!
and thr»ir wbnlPCO1A 11KA wnnlri ' 4-olb- «« ♦
___1
to cnpnd
spend the
Thanksgiving recess standing ...................
by in their
, £ 2 " , ac S . . ’ “
S ™
“X y
i . T l S Si&aaSiSiaSiSiaSiSiSiSiSiSiSiSiaasiSiSiJSiSiSiSiSia&aSigiSiSiasiai
cessions.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Risteen ct with her parents.
Wentworth. The remainder of the ■ ____— L 1* ■
-------- i1--1------ " * ? --------“Obviously," says Mr. Canton, civilization.
Thomaston have taken apartments at
Mrs. Adelma Mullen entertained "war
With all the nations of the world evening was pleasantly passed with
cannot
be
abolished
by
confer
31 Ocean street for the winter.
-T H E M A IN E SPIRIT”
the Chummy Club Tuesday evening ences, disarmament agreements and *” possession of "Glass Snow," all j cards. A specially enjoyable feature
ated declarations o£ faith in lhe countries would be equalized to their w a grOup of songs by Mrs. W uitBaraca Class held an enjoyable Honorss in bridge w ire won by Mrs
C
C. Lindsey Jr. and Mrs. Pea.l brotherhood
brotherhood of
of man.
man
For as
as long
lonz appalling destructive ahiBty. There- worth.
J. H. M ontgom ery's Song
For,
get-together Monday evening at the Fred
as the traits of greed, avarice and in  fore a declaration of war by any one
Methodist vestry with about 80 in a t Look.
To Be H eard O ver W LBZ
nation,
or
group
of
nations,
would
Prizes for the winners of the sub
satiable ambition attach themselves
tendance. Supper was served, with
Mrs. O R. Lawry motored to Bridg
Mrs. Elizabeth Gregory as chairman, ton Sunday where she visited her to humanity, world peace never can mean nothing less than an act of scription contest have arrived. Na
Friday Night
rank insanity. Mr. Canton is send thalie Jones leads the list with
assisted by Mrs. Fanny Dow, Misses daughter. Mary a t Bridgton Academy. be more than an idealistic dream.
“Fear alone will control the thirst ing a copy of his idea to the repre- twenty subscriptions. Her prize is a
Alice and Nettie Britt, Mrs. Emma
Andrews Music House sponsors a
sentatives of every country and the handsome desk set . Elzada J4orth
In answ ering blind ads in these colum ns, please
Martin and Mrs. H. M. deRochemont.
Mr. and Mrs. Hervey H. Allen and
iesult of his death dealing invention alld Esther Nickerson share second special broadcast over Station WLBZ
Community singing at the table, a children Robert, Hervey and Patricia
be certain to use the precise address given in
George Graves who has been a may be the elimination of war-like honors and have a choice of either Friday, 6.45 p. m. featuring the new
business meeting, and games direct are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Jones patient at Knox Hospital has re ideas on the part of some of the big
the ads. W rite the address plainly. L etters
an evening ring or a bronze and Maine song “The Maine Spirit,”
ed by Miss Wells, director of religious in Portland for the holiday.
turned to his home on Gay street.
ger nations.
pearl pencil.
education, were other features.
brought to T h e C ourier-G azette office do n o t
words by J. H. Montgomery, music by
Milton Bray is staving with his sis
The junior high school celebra- E. R. Grieve both of Camden. John
require stam ps. A lw ays inclose your answ ers
G. O. B. Crockett left Wednesday
Granville Poole of Camden was a ter, Mrs. R. C. Lufkin, Otis street,
tion of Book Week deserves more I a>>°r' secretary of the Y.M.CA
morning for Fredericksburg, W. Va„
guest Monday of Mr. and Mrs. L. A. for a time.
in sealed envelopes. In reply to advertise
than passing mention. Under the di- ^ amde“ ' ami well known song leader
where he will spend Thanksgiving
Thurston of The Highlands enroute
FO R SA LE
ments w here references are asked for do n o t
with his daughter, Mrs. Ray Hopkins.
rection of Miss Nichols a program ^ r0UghdUt
to Miami for the winter.
Miss Margaret Adams is home from
was arranged which had for its chosen t0 mtroduce this son«- He
send the original references— send copies o f
RUUD
Nasson Institute, for the holiday.
will
be
accompanied
by
Mr.
Grieve.
Mrs. Rose Watts of Belmont,
theme the words of Amy Lowell:
The second dramatic reading in the
Mr.
Montgomery
will
give
a
brief
them
only.
Instantaneous Automatic "Books are more than books.
Whalen
series being sponsored by the Methe- ! Mr and Mr« Job.- . T..........
....... -of Mass., is the guest of her father, W.
They are the very heart and soul of ages talk "How He Happened To Write
besec Club takes place Tuesday aft- ' Old County road arrived home Tues- H Maxey. James street, for Thanks
past.
‘The Maine Spirit’,” and will recite it
The reason why men lived and worked
emoon a t 2.30 in the Universalist j day after spending three weeks in giving,
to the Radio audience in his usual
and died—
vestry, when Mrs. Maude Andrews S Dorchester, Mass.
The essence and quintessence of their 1 style, which is always delightful.
Notice To Out Of City Readers
Lincoln of Augusta will present “The '
lives.”
Mrs. Minnie’Hall is ill at her home
It was through the columns of the
The program was carried out en- Portland Telegram th a t Mr. Atwood,
Barretts of Wimpole Street." This
The Itooevik Club met at the Cres- 25 Spruce street.
Ads containing only a phone num ber m ay be
tirely by the children. Man- Richards principal owner and manager of An
play has particular interest at this cent Beach cottage of Mrs. Sumner
— ---Size 4. Style F
answered by sim ply addressing a letter to th a t
and Nellie Teel making the neces drews Music House first heard of the
time, as it forms a portion of the Perry Tuesday and tacked quilts to
Miss Anna Webster and Miss
Practically New
sary announcements. Music was new song. It being his desire to pro
Shakespeare Society’s study for the be used in the local charity work the Thelma
Russell
are
spending
phone n um ber in care of T he C ourier-G azette.
Can Be Seen At This Office
season. . It is a story of the Brown club engages in. Box lunch was IThanksgiving at Miss Russell's home
, furnished by the junior high orches mote a Maine song, produced by
130-tf
tra with vocal solos by Ruth Harper Maine writers and introduced by a
ings. and has won wide acclaim, both served.
■in Jefferson.
' and Jane Welch. A dramatic read- Maine singer, he obtained a copy as
on the boards and as a reading play.
| ing of “The Highwayman" was exsoon as possible. When looking it
Miss Alice Hellier is home from
j cellently done by Florence Deane. over carefully he found the words
FRI.-SAT.
Bates College for the holiday.
I The characters for the first play and music emblematic of the State of
FRI.-SAT.
adapted from “The Necklace" by Maine. He immediately got in touch
The Wawenock Club was enter- J
Now In Talkies!
Guy* de Maupassant were:
Mr. Grieve and arrangements
tained Monday evening at the home I
Georges Loisel .......... Cobb Peterson with
were soon made.
of Mrs. Susie Campbell. Response to
I Mathllde Loisel, his wife ............
Ilarrie B. Coe, manager of the State
the roll call was made by quotations
.......................... Nathalie Waldron Publicity Bureau, while giving a lec
from America’s own poet. Edgar
Madame Forestier, a friend ..........
ture at the Garden Club at Camden,
Guest. -Current events and material
...................... Charlotte Mattatall heard Mr. Taylor sing "The Maine
from the question box were discussed.
| The second play was an adaptation Spirit," was very much pleased with
Mrs. Elizabeth Eaton presented a
I of the short story “Wee Willie Win- both words and music; also the
very Interesting paper on “The Zion
! kie” by Rudyard Kipling with the splendid manner in which it was
Canyon.” The next meeting will be
following cast:
rendered. He advised the writer to
with M rs.'A . B. Norton. Mechanic
j Wee Willie Winkie .... James Hayes enter it in the contest for a Maine
street, to be one of the club’s famous '
Miss Allardyce Adelaide Schellinger song. Copies of the song were not
"social evenings.”
j "Coppy" Lieutenant Brandis .........
published at that tim e and the origi
.................................... Sam Glover nal manuscript was in the printer's
There will be a bridge party Friday
Dill Mohammed, an ex-groom of the hands and the contest closed before
evening at the BPW rooms, with Mrs.
colonel ................. Charles Frazier copies were finished.
W. H. Anderson in charge.
Afgans—Clarence Peters, Carl Spear,
With its martial march tempo and
Sidney Shafter, Charles Bodtoan. unique lyrtes this song is suitable for
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Moran Jr. have
Francis Havener
group singing in service chibs, schools
as guests for the holiday Mrs. J. W. [
Eritish Soldiers—Charles Merritt, and Legion Posts, throughout the
Hamlin and daughter Althea of Ban
Oscar Marsh. Raymond Jordan, State, and is ideal for Maine7 Clubs
gor.
Carleton Gregory
all over the country.
♦ * * ♦
Jack Reilly, manager of Station
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Rackliffe of
The regular assembly of the junior WLBZ has requested the right to use
South Thomaston entertained Mon
high for this week Was built around this song in his future programs.
day evening in honor of Miss Geneva
the songs of the Pilgrim F ather’, This right has been granted under
Wall who goes to New Hampshire |
with opening exercises conducted by one condition, which compels him to
shortly for the winter. There were
RZinPrr. Chandler
('nonrllpr and
_
..
.
.
Robert
and aq roorlinor
reading ‘‘Tim
"The sing
it on the same program it is in
25 guests. Miss Wall was presented
Times Are No Worse. Sire" by Vernet troduced. This he finally agreed to.
with a bath robe and matching slip
Morgan. The songs were given bv With Mr. Montgomery. Grieve, Tay
pers.
the boys' and girls' glee clubs under lor and Reilly, the program will be
Mrs. George True of Malden. Mass.,
direction of Miss Hager with an ex i very interesting.
'
is the guest of her parents, Mr. and
planation
These
. , . „ for each selection.
,
.
,
“The Maine S pirit” was published
Mrs. E. C. Moran, for the holiday.
introductions were given by Charles by the Camden Publishing CompanV,
Hazier Ruth Harper, Raymond Jor- Col. E. A. Robbins, president. AnA surprise party, which was really
j dan, Catherine Chisholm, Sanford i nouncements regarding the program
a surprise was tendered Mr. and Mrs.
| Delano and Ruth Marston. Special will be made daily over the Bangor
Hilton Ames Tuesday evening at 1041
mention should be made of Indian '"station.
North Main street where they have
Braves’ Medley by Carl Spear, a c c o r - ____________
recently begun housekeeping. It was
dion and Wilbur Cross, h a r m o n i c a . ------------------------------------- ------arranged bv Mrs. Alden Perry and
» ‘ ‘ •
j with Robert Mantell in all the large
Mrs. Lyford Ames as a housewarm
December f t con d the junior class , cities of the United States. There will
ing; also to celebrate the 10th wed- |
NOW SHOWING
presents a special treat to all lovers bf- a matinee a t 3 n. m. besides the
ding anniversary of their hosts. A
“TOl’CHbOWN"
i of the spoken drama; The Bergmann evening performance a t 8 o'clock.
miscellaneous tin shower, which in
with
j Fiayers in “The Intimate Stranger."
____________________
cluded many queer articles and much
RICHARD ARI.EN
1All the members of the cast are ac- i
_
good advice, was given, and Mrs.
HOLIDAY PRICES
tors of skill and charm. Gene BergAmes, reciting a poem written by
THANKSGIVING DAY
mann and Anita Tully Bergmann
Paramount Pnblix Theatre.
Mrs. Austin J. Moody, presented them
“MORALS FOR WOMEN"
especially have had wide experience
with a card table in behalf of the
FIVE
ACTS
FIVE
| piaying leading parts in such Broad- I
Portland, Main*
company. Cards occupied the eve
VAUDEVILLE
way successes as “Cappy Ricks,” Quality Work,
Family Washing*
ning, topped off with refreshments.
“Daughter of the Sun." “Three Wise i
Called For and Delivsred
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Al
Fools" and “Smiling Through." They
p Rrce| D elivery Service
den Perry. Mr. and Mrs. Lyford Ames.
were for some time members of the .
n
n
T ’ m cD
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Ames. Mr. and
Performance* at 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
famous Washington Square Players
Mrs. Prank B. Rokes. Master William
A Paramount Publix Theatre
Continuous Saturday—2 to 10.30
and toured in Shakespeare repertoire I
Rokes, and Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Moody.
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I With the Extension A gents j
— A n d The —

1

K nox Lincoln Farm B ureau

♦
❖

1

Disasters Hit 38 States in Past Year

•4-*++++++++++*+++++++++++++t
More than nineteen thousand coming year. These women, repre
hens will be tested this year senting over 300 towns and each
in Knox and Lincoln Counties for county, have already made tentative
pullorum disease. Those having their plans for their programs according
flocks tested are: West Aina, Mrs. to Estelle Nason, state home demon
Charles Hendrickson: Damariscotta, stration agent leader of the Extension
Byrne & Co.. Mrs. Martha Belknap; Service. More than 200 of these com
Edgecomb. Mrs. Athlene Davidson, munities plan to hold meetings so
William Cochran. Mrs. Walter Stev that they may be better informed
ens, Arthur Paquett, Edgar Smith; of the vegetable requirements for
Friendship. S. T. Jameson; Jefferson. their families. These are scheduled
J. F. Andrews; Rockland, H. W. before it is time to plant gardens next
Little, F. M. Piper; Rockport, W. A. spring. Meetings on "Know Your
Paul; West Rbckport. Henry Keller; Groceries" will inform women of
Sheepscott, Luther Carney; Thom grades, qualities, best times of year to
aston, Maynard Kinney. F H. Wyllie buy, etc.
Nearly 200 meetings will be held on
& Son; South Thomaston. Harry
Waterman; Union. W. L. Merriam; "Reconditioning the Wardrobe” for
Waldoboro. F D . Jameson, C. N. the clothing interests of Maine womLight, E. B Robertson; Warren. E. C en. “Posture and Grooming” has an
Teague: Wiscasset, Fred Greenleaf, equal share of the year's program
The work is being done by Mr. Rand
Continuing. Miss Nason said: "The
of the University of Maine.
helping of mothers of young children
Here are some men from whom to receive the best possible informachicks that will live can be obtained tion available in food and clothing
this coming spring.
will be the biggest and most importFred Scott of Waldoboro is getting ant job of Maine home makers and
his blueberry fields covered with hay the Extension Service during 1932.
U . S. G o t. Map.
ready for burning this coming spring.
"Convenient kitchens that have
Mr. Scott is verv much interested in running water in them, living rooms
N a year of unusual weather con Red Cross relief in twenty-three public gave more than $10,000,0(0
blueberry raising and has large tracts that express good taste and person
ditions all over the world, the states. The other disasters were, and the American Red Cross ap
of land in Waldoboro and Windsor.
alitv are aims our Maine women have
United States was especially hard without exception, t arried on simul propriated $5,000,000 from its treas
Ivan Scott of Waldoboro has his in view
hit, and in the twelve months ending taneously with the drought relief ury. The cost of the other disaster
fields covered with hay ready for
"Educational advantages are reDJune 30, 1931, the American Red and placed a heavy burdeu not relief operations was borne from the
burning. Both dusted last year and idly developing for the rural home
Cross had given disaster relief In alone upon the funds of the national Red Cross treasury, and local funds
are well satisfied with results. Both and we no longer feel th at because
Red Cross, but upon its trained per contributed in the stricken commu
thirty-eight of the forty-eight states
are planning to dust next year.
we 'live in the country' we have less
nities.
Many poultrvmen are feeding a wet of culture.
With the exception of a mine ex sonnel of disaster relief workers
This disaster v/ork of the Red
mash to their laying flock. A recent
"Right now . perhaps even mor
At the peak of the drought relief,
plosion, an epidemic of typhoid
call was made in Waldoboro on John than ever before, a good place to live
fever, a mine cave-in and a railroad more than two million persons were Cross is supported, in part, from the
Burgess. Mr. Burgess believes in wet is 'on the farm.' Maine is fortunate
accident, these disasters were all being fed. clothed or given other annual roll call for members which
mash and light for his flock. He has in experiencing very little of the dedue to the elements. They were for help, and in all of the work more occurs each year between Armistice
1400 birds which are laying between pression and suffering which is so inest fires, tornadoes, floods, storms, than 2,750,000 men, women and Day and Thanksgiving Day. Each
900 and 1000 eggs a day. He has con-1 tense in many parts of our country,
children were cared for by the Red person who Joins as a member of
cloudbursts and drought.
verted his barn into a hen house.
"Because we are a rural state with
the Red Cross is contributing to
The drought, which spread over Cross.
Poultry account books are being re- farm homes taking care of a large
ward this effective and important
Funds
for
the
drought
relief
were
twenty-three
states
in
the
si
iter
ceived at the Extension Office from part of our people we are well supemergency
relief, should calamities
obtained,
in
part,
through
public
and
fall
of
1930,
and
has
again
poultrymen who have kept them dur- plied with food, fuel, and the other
wrought untold havoc in northwest- contributions, because of the mag occur anywhere affectiug^lives of
ing the year. Accounts have been real necessities of life. Elven though
err states in 1931, accownted for nitude of the numbers affected. The their fellow citizens.
received to date from Mrs. Charles we may not find satisfactory markets
Hendrickson. West Aina: F. W. Babb, for our farm products we are still
West Washington: H. P Lilly. Dres- a«ured of a comfortable, healthful
den: Frank Waltz. Waldoboro: Wen- place to live and plenty to eat."
white narcissus, which were then in |
J MJ>
Mt MtMJ Ml /At Ml Mt
riall Holmes and Russell Holmes
full bloom.
A . A . A . A N D U , S.
HOOVER WAS PLEASED
Walpole; Vernal Carter. Round
"Would you like them arranged
B U R E A U G IV E T IP
Pond; N. A Waltz. Damariscotta:
with some green leaves or do you
T O A U T O IS T S
James Haggett. North Edgecomb: A. When He Found Ox Team On White
want just the blossoms?" I asked,
House Lawn Loaded With Maine
B Cook, Albion Wotton. Friendship:
"Oh. I want the plants." was the
Spuds
HE American Automobile
H. W. Brown. Hope: Earle Hodgkins.
answer.
Association has issued a
Jefferson: Mrs. Amber Childs Orff s
When
I
explained
that
It
is
almost
AdelU
*
Veazie
Whatever else befalls. President
warning to motorists to dean
Corner: V. P Hall Rockland: Mrs.
sure death to a bulb to uproot it be
and tight
Frank Calderwood Mrs. J F. Calder- Hoover believes the White House has
fore the top dies or turns yellow, she
_
en cooling
wood. Clifton M-servev.
Union; "enough potatoes to last us for the
seemed much disappointed and earn
systems be
James Calderwood Waldoboro: Clar- entire winter." along with a turkey
estly enjoined me to be sure and
'Number Thirty-one)
fore
put
ence Spear. H. V. Starrett, Parker for Thankgiving.
save her a dozen bulbs at the proper i
ting in an
McKellar. Warren- George Hausen.
A creaky.century-old cart drawn by
time which is usually late August or
The
title
of
an
old
song
declares
ti • freeze
M. A. Brann. Whitefield.
two prize oxen, and with young Len
some part of September. The first
solutions.
Applications have been received for Hawkes of Cumberland Center. that “I W ant What I Want When 1 week In September I sent her a card
The U. 8.
66 poultrv account books for the year wielding the goad, brought 40 bushels W ant It." My experience in dealing I stating that her bulbs were ready
Bureau of
starting Nov 1. 1931.
of Maine potatoes Monday to the de- with some of our self-styled flower and could be set out at any time beS
t a ndarda
Plans are being made bv extension light of .the President. He smiled lovers leads me to paraphrase this I fore cold weather. Not a word came
has gone a
agents for the annual planning meet- broadly at the odd team on his lawn,
from her and when at length I met
step farther in helping motor
ings which will start next week. At patted the oxen and personally ln- and say of most of these flower lovers her at Grange In December after the
ists to avoid expensive repair
that “I want what I want when I see ground was solidlv frozen she carethese meetings plans are made for spected the potatoes.
bills this winter and after ex
work in the community for the comFrank P Washburn. Commissioner it." This seems to be one of the lead I lessly said that she got mv card but
tensive research has formu
ing year
Arrangements made for of the Maine Department of Agricul- ing characteristics of our sex—and j kept putting it off and at length for
lated the following nine points
demonstrations and meetings. Co- ture. explained the presentation was immediately after seeing a flower got all about It.
for guidance in selecting the
operators who will carry on some of on behalf of Gov. Gardiner and th<
anti-freeze:
And these are some of the people
they
go
their
way
and
forget
all
potato
growers
of
that
state.
the extension work are enrolled.
who say they “love .flowers." They
1—Whatever compound is
"Our hope is. Mr. President, that about It.
The meetings scheduled are: Bunker
don't love them; they love bright
used should give com
you
may
enjoy
some
of
these
personal
To
illustrate:
When
I
made
a
busi
Hill. Tuesday. Dec 1 at Communitv
colors and a piece of red rag moulded
plete protection.
ness of raising tulips for Memorial into the form of a flower would an 
Hall: West Aina. Wednesday. Dec 2 ly," Washburn said.
It should not boil away.
"Why. I believe we have enough po Day trade many women, seeing the swer their purpose just as well, for
at West Aina Grange hall; W hite3—It must not do any dam
fle’d, Thursday. December 3 at Union tatoes for the entire winter," the gay beds in blossom, would entreat after the flower has bloomed and
age to the cooling sys
me to send for a dozen or more bulbs faded the plant itself means nothing
President replied.
hall; Montsweag. Friday Dec 4.
tem.
A 30 pound turkey was presented to the next fall for their own garden. at all to them. In fact. I have had
* ***
the Chief Executive by a group of At first I “bit" and in consequence I persons walk directly into my bed of
4— It should not heat up
Community Planning M eetings
the motor.
had several dozen tulip bulbs on my seedlings and when I exclaimed in
West Virginians.
C N. Turner, engineering special
hands waiting for the customers who j dismay thev would reply calmlv
S—It should not affect the
ist will be a t Whitefield planning
A LITERARY EPITAPH
never came. I soon learned th a t this -why, there's nothing there!" Just
paint or varnish of the
meeting Thursday. Dec. 3. He will
didn't pay. as I was obliged to plant because there were no blossoms as
car,
give a talk on "Running W ater and Which Honors Memory Of a Loyal them myself later, and I already had yet, they failed to recognize the
6—It should be odorless.
Sewage Disoosal.” using film strip
Unionist In the Hotbed of Seces more tulips than I could care for ' plants as of any consequence at all.
7—It should be non-in
pictures. Mrs. Eva Blair is chair
sion
properly, so I began giving my c u s-, w hv are so many persons deter- |
flammable.
man of the planning meeting enter
tomers th e address of my florist and i mined to walk over the flower beds?
ft—It should not become
tainment.
Mrs. Elizabeth Dunton.
.. ............ .......
A new source of literature has been , letting them do their own ordering.
Why not stav on the path? What do
viscous at low tempera
Whitefield., chairman, is leader of found on a tombstone in St.
. . . .
they think the path and the walks
tures nor decompose at
the day.
Michael's churchyard In Charleston;
Some years ago an acquaintance, are made for anvwav? Some folks
high temperatures,
Mrs. Plinette Allen is chairman of g q
engTaved tablet honors seeing my bed of perennials, an  say I am “fussy.” but after I have
ft—It should never deteri
planning meeting entertainment at one j ames Louis Petigru, a Unionist nounced her intention of having a spent half a dozen mornings prepar
orate.
Montsweag Friday, Dec 4. Mrs. Car- jn the hotbed of secession. Grad- i garden of her own the next spring ing mv seed beds, planting mv seeds j
rie Hodgdon. food project leader, has uajjy
lines on the tombstone are ' with all kinds of perennials in it, and in neat straight rows with a label at
already planned a square meal for H-^ing their way round the world, j she left an order with me to send to the end of each row. I think I have
FLEW THROUGH SMOKE
health to be served at the meeting. T)iey are considered by many au- a seedsman for her and get all I could a right to be somewhat ‘‘fussy” when
The leader of the day's work is M rs.: f e ritie s as one of the glories of think of. Now this was quite a n ' a full-grown human being, with a Bill Wincapaw and Max White Make
Ethel Leavitt. County Agent Charles American literature. Here follow the 1order and entailed the expenditure | presumably normal intellect, deliber
Notable Flight To New Orleans
Eastman will be present as this is a ,ines.
of several dollars which 1 could not ately tramns across mv newlv-plantcombined meeting of both men and i
Writing from New Orleans under
Unawed by Opinion
afford to lose, so that fall I went ed flower beds and then molly tells
women.
date of Nov. 21 to a member of The
carefully over my own garden gather me “There is nothing there!”
Unseduced by Flattery
In writing the annual report tf.e
_______ _____________
Courier-Gazette staff. Captain Wil
ing seeds and labelling each packet.
Undismayed
by Disaster
home demonstration agent finds th a t He faced m e
antique Courage Then I sent for the few kinds th at I
Stockett—“He who laughs last liam H. Wincapaw says:
she has held 184 meetings this year, I And Qeath with Christian Hope
•“Had a great flight delivering this
needed in mv own garden and divid laughs best."
with an attendance of 2928 women:
In the great cjvn War
Sellers—"Yeah, but he soon gets a plane to the New Orleans Air Lines at
ed these with her, as I could not pos164'£ days have been spent in doing He withstood his people for his siblv use a whole oacket in my small reputation for being dumb."—P ath New Orleans. Covered about 1785
field work and 111’- days were spent
Country
miles.
warden, nor could mv customer. I finder,
in the office; 1140 publications have Bu(
p g ^ g djd homage to the tied all these together with h er name
“Max White of Vinalhaven made
been distributed: 181 calls have been
the trip with me. doing part of the
written on the outside and then wait
Man
made on project leaders, demonstra Who held his conscience higher than ed. I am still waiting, for she never
flying until we reached Spartanburg.
tors. farms, homes and other per
came for them though th a t was
S. C. where Max took it in his head
their praise
sons; 44 people have called on the
to take a nose dive off the deck of
twenty years ago, and she has passed
And his Country
agent in the Farm Bureau office.
cur plane hitting the concrete runHeaped her honours on the grave of on.
• » • •
wav with his head and putting him
One of the most provoking experi
the Patriot
self to sleep for an hour or so.
ences I ever had was with a dear
Women P lan Extension Work
To Whom living
“We flew through smoke from
Nearly 7000 Maine farm w om en; His own righteous self-respect suf- friend in another city, who wrote en
treating me to gather all the seeds
Washington to Mobile. This smoke
have organized to work with the
ficed
I could from my own garden as she
was from forest fires th at were rag
Maine Extension agents during the 1 Alike for Motive and Reward.
w'as starting a garden of her own and
ing down here due to the dry spell
wanted to get a good start a t once.
th at had lasted about six weeks. I
So I went over all my seeds and also
had rather fly In Rockland fog than
most of those I had bought that
this stuff, as it not only hung close
to the ground but we found it as high
spring and I selected enoueh to fill
as 6000 feet. When we reached the
a good sized garden. I labelled every
gulf at Mobile it cleared somewhat.
packet carefully giving th e height of
“After flying from Mobile to New
each and stating which were annual
__
CtNU'Nt
Orleans we know why pilots of planes
and which perennial. When I went
dislike this country to fly over. It is
to visit her the next fall I went to the
PHILLIPS^,
garden a t once to see how mv seeds
nothing but swamps and if vou had a
had prospered. Not a plant could I
forced landing you wouldn’t have a
] find th a t came from mv packets and
chance unless you were In a flying
| when I asked about them she ex
boat and then it would be weeks be
For Troubles
fore they found you. I imagine one
ECAUSE the wedding
plained th at she must have pulled
due to Aim
! 'hem up for weeds as she couldn’t
would make good food for the swamp
,N D I< 5 E S L ' i C H
invitations
should
be
S O U R STOM ACH
tell them when they were so small.
snakes and 'gators. The last 40 miles
heartburn
"B ut” I exclaimed, “vou couldn't
of this flight Is over the mouth of the
mailed two weeks before
have done that, for weeds don’t grow
Mississippi and It shows the wonder
‘ ° " ST'P* A
the
wedding
itself,
they
I in rows, and vou must have left some
ful formation of islands or deltas
made bv the current of the Missis
of the rows.”
must be ordered well in
♦»»♦
sippi depositing its sediment as It
advance.
And,
because
! Whereupon she made still further
goes to sea. This sight of deltas can
be appreciated only from the air. as
come alm ost instantly. It is the J explanation to the effect th a t she
BO U T tw o hours after eating
they are so critically in
emptied all my seeds into a saucer.
we saw it. After reaching the mouth
approved method. You will never
m any people suffer from sour
of the river we flew 100 miles to New
spected by theit recipi
use another when you know. Be , stirred them up thoroughly and
stomach. T h ey call it indigestion.
Orleans over the deltas."
It means th a t the stomach nerves sure to get genuine'Phillips’ Milk i sowed them broadcast, not bothering
ents, theyymust also be
with rows at all. This, after all the
of M agnesia, used by physicians
have been over-stimulated. There
for over fifty years in correcting
snecial pains I had taken to help her
SOOT IN CHIMNEYS
ultra-correct. Linweave
is excess acid. The way to correct
excess acid. 25c and 50c bottles sold 1disappointed me so much th at I never
The soot which forms in chimneys
it is with an alkali, which neutral
Wedding
Papers
can
be
at all drug stores.
sent her any more seeds and it had
Is a black deposit from coal, wood or
izes m any tim es its volume in arid.
To Keen Teeth White
the effect too of preventing me ever
oil fuel and consists of a combina
The right w ay is Phillips’ M ilk
shown you at
Phillips’
M
ilk
of
M
agnesia
as
a
after from spending mv time and pa
tion of carbon, ash and tarry matter.
of M agnesia— just a tasteless liquid;
mouthwash
in
conjunction
with
tience on labels for seeds which plant
The proportion of these constituents
pleasant, efficient and harm less.
The Courier-Gazette
P
h
i
l
l
i
p
s
’
D
e
n
t
a
l
M
a
g
n
e
s
ia
,
a
beggars pleaded. I have doubtless
But it kills excess acids, and has
determines the dryness of the soot.
Ask to see them
superior tooth-paste, offers the best
given away hundreds of packets of
remained th e standard with the
I t may vary from a perfectly dry
possible
protection
from
all
tooth
seeds but unless the donee asks that j
doctors for more than 50 years.
substance to a rather viscous gum, but
decay.
Il
neutralizes
m
outh
acids,
It is the ideal remedy for con sti
the packet be labelled I pass over the
it is seldom sufficiently liquid to flow
which
eat
through
the
tooth
enamel.
p a tio n . h e a d a c h e s, h e a r tb u r n ,
seeds without a scrap of writing on
at ordinary temperatures. As a rule
Your dentist will tell you he knows
nausea, sick stomach, biliousness.
the paper which encloses them.
I
the black liquid which exudes from
of nothing better for keeping the
It offers sure relief from the effects
A few years ago an out-of-town ac- j
chimneys into houses and soils the
W E D D IN G P A P E R S
teeth and mouth in a fine, healthy
of over-indulgence.
quaintance breezed in one June]
walls is a mixture of rain water and
condition.
It is the quick method. R esu lts
morning with a request for a dozen,
otherwise comparatively dry soot
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Busy G ran ite C enter W hich
Has H appily Com e Back
To Its O w n
The town of Franklin is gradually
coming into its own again, after
having laid idle so long that the
elements had destroyed all signs of
the enormous plant that once graced
the side of Mt. Waldo from the
quarry to the wharf. It was once a
common sight to see two or more
vessels loading granite for distant
points. But like all other trades
there comes a time when there is
very keen competition and a t this
particular time it was granite versus
cement.
There are uses to which each can
be put to great advantage and con
sequently this, being seen through
the eyes of men with very keen fore
sight, brought about the resurrection
of the granite Industry In Frankfort.
In two years' time the Mt. Waldo
Granite Corporation has grown from
a pile of ashes and alders to a plant
employing' close to 100 men. The
present shed is 250 feet long and 50
feet wide, with the possibility of ex
tending this shed 250 feet on the
north end and 70 feet on the south,
so that all the machinery will be
housed under one roof.
At this plant there is the most
modem machinery and e<uipment
th at is made for stone working. This
consists of a large Hall rotary saw
with a ten-foot blade, a Pollard edger,
and there Is being installed a t the
present time one of the new Patch
wegner edgers, which will be fed
constantly by a large 20-ton P. & H.
crane, with a ten-ton Lane crane to

use for the cutting crew, and sand
How Much Would
blast room.
Everything is operated by elec
You Pay T o Be Rid
tricity and there are nearly 100 mo
tors of all sizes that run every m a
chine in the plant, even to the blow
ers on the oil burners that will be
operated 24 hours a day during the
winter months, with suction devices
on the surface machines to reduce
Would You Pay Ten Dollars?
dust flying.
— Would You Pay 85 CenU
The railroad track is on the same '
bed that it was years ago, and wind
Well: Here's a chance for you to
ing one and one half miles up the be spry once more—to do your work
mountain and to the quarry where, cheerfully without one twinge of pain.
since January 1, 1931. there has been
Here's a positive guarantee that
nearly 75.000 cubic feet of granite no rheumatism sufferer can afford to
quarried, which has been shipped by pass up—you can be free from agoniz
rail and barge from Frankfort. The ing rheumatism—and keep free from
loading is greatly facilitated by the It.
use of the large Patch wegner derrick
Get one 85 cent bottle of Allenru
of 35-ton capacity. At the present from David L. McCarty or any pro
time, right on the main road and on gressive druggist with the positive and
the site of the old office and pattern distinct understanding that your
shop, there is under process of con pains and torture will all be gone in
struction a building that will house 48 hours or money back.
the office, draftinz room, pattern
And when pains are gone—keep
room, stock room, etc. All of which right on taking Allenru 'till every bit
gives the Impression that granite in of harmful uric acid is out of your
dustry is coming back.
body—Happiness comes with this
The quarrying of granite in Frank wonderful prescription — thousands
fort for commercial purposes dates know it—you ought to know It.
from May 1836. Work was first com
menced on Mosquito Mountain, which
is 527 feet above the sea level, and
Whv suffer tortures from Rheu
later extended to Mount Waldo which
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
has an elevation of 964 feet. In 1850
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
there were 80 men employed, with an
annual output of 20,000 tons and the ' when
avarage price paid was $1.12 a ton.
M E T H Y L BALM
In later years the business reached
will bring almost Instant relief?
far greater proportion and made
A scientifically compounded ex
Frankfort one of the most prosper
ternal application that should bo
ous towns in the county. In 1850 a
in every home. Sold only at
block was quarried and sent to Wash
ington to enter into the construction
Johnston’s Drug Store
of the Washington National Monu- .
73 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
ment. At the present time the
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
quarry is working on material for the
75 cents
Arlington Memorial Bridge at the
Arlington cemetery. Belfast Journal.

of Rheumatic Pains
In 48 Hours
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